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Kentucky Windage
(By P. W.,
I was disappointed and delighted at the
same time when I learned over the weekend
that Waid Grc.-en was leaving Fulton to take a
promotion in the National Stores chain.
Disappointed, because Waid has been an
asset to the retail circles of the community
and I hate to see him leave us. We could add a
dozen more like him around here who are
willing to work, wanting to cooperate, and
who work hard for their firms to do everything they can to make this community a
more attractive place for shoppers. Waid was
just that kind of guy. We already have some
like him, mind you .. . but we could use a
dozen more.

ONE OF KENTUCKY'S
BETTER WEEKLY PAPERS

TWO SECTIONS
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Twelve Pages
bori

_

Fulton, 42041, Fulton CosititY, Kentucky

"The call", commented Gray,"helped me
make what is my greatest adjustment: thinking of myself in a new role, as a person with
responsibility."
(Continued on page 2)

JOTTINGS
from
Jo's
Notebook
The Know-WiwiNow that I have returned from the Democratic National Convention in Miami I am
reminded of a cartoon that I saw in one of the
Miami papers while I was there.
It said: "We don't need anymore knowhow; what we need is know-why."
The "why" of Senator George McGovern's dramatic selection for the Democratic nomination as a candidate for President
of the United States is, as Governor Reuben
Askew of Florida said, because he "represents
the face of America."
The convention floor was dominated by
neither the young nor the old, black nor
white, male nor female. For the most part, the
delegates were an amalgamation of all the individuals in these United States who have
complained about the "mess" in Washington,
about crooked politicians, about the lack of
opportunities for the blacks, the poor, the women and the down-trodden.
In the majority were those individuals
who abhorred the deals made in smoke-filled
rooms; the domination of elected officials by
the tyrants of labor; the king-makers who
have put figure-heads and incompetents in
public office.
These delegates didn't give lip service to
their protests. They DID something about it.
And they chose Senator George McGovern as their standardbearer. And they
won!
And They Can Do It Again
As many of you well know, I was something less than enthusiastic about fulfilling
my responsibility as a delegate to the convention from Kentucky. I was apprehensive of
violent demonstrations, of riots, of floor
fights, of the lack of security for the hundreds
of famous targets who would be attending the
convention.
I could not have been in greater error.
The entire proceedings were marked by patience. humor, tolerance, good manners, discipline, political kill and oblivious to primetime television in order to get our work done.
In addition, the convention was marked by
some of the longest sessions in the history of
any political conventions.
Our earliest adjournment was at 4:30
a. in. on Friday morning because a new resolution was passed permitting an open convention for the selection of vice-presidential
nominees.
7 voted for former Massachusetts Governor Endicott Peabody, first because I thought
he would have made a good official and secContinued on Page
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To benefit Fulton's boys and girls between
the ages of 8 and 16, the Twin Cities Youth is
sponsoring its annual picnic at the City Park
Friday, July 21, according to Mrs. W. L. Jolley.
Jr., chairman of the events.
Tickets for the outing may be obtained from
any member of the ball teams or Friday night at
the Park. They will cost $1.25 for adults and $.75
for students.

feature the Senators versus the
Yankees. After that game, the
Whitesox will meet the Angels
in the same league.
On the third field, the Dodgers
will play the Tigers at 6:30 p.m.
for the first game of the Senior
League. To round out the night
of baseball, the Senators will
meet the Twins in the same
league.
Chairwoman Jolley urges the
Fancy Farm in the first game. citizens of the twin cities to
In the second girls' game, the support this function that has
Fulton Fillies—the older girls' been an annual event for over
team—will meet Jackson on the 10 years in order to provide
same field.
funds for the continuous opOn another diamond, the first eration of the program.
.
game of the American league will and to enjoy a night out!

And I was delighted, for Waid's sake,
over the greater opportunities he will have
running a larger store in a larger town. I
know that he will do well, and Fulton's loss
will be Paris's gain. So best wishes to you,
Waid Green as you leave . . and at the same
time a "welcome" to your successor here!
I suspect that one of the most reassuring
echoes / have read of the recent National
Democratic Convention in Miami was one
voiced by a very-young (18) delegate from
Glasgow, Kentucky. The Associated Press interviewed the young man, James Gray, for a
story because he was one of the youngest
delegates at the convention, and the AP interview came shortly after Gray had been called
by a U. S. Senator and asked for his opinion
on some party matter.

1.0c

The proceeds from the ticket sales will profit the Twin
Cities Youth program. The program's expenses include ball
team equipment, uniforms, paying officials, general keep-up of
the fields, and various other
facets that benefit the youth of
this area.
Following the meal that Is
served beginning at 5.00 p.m.
Friday, a program of ballgames
will take place on the three
fields of the park.
Jimmy Gilbert, head of the
The National Stores Corporgirls' teams, announced that on ation announced this week that
Wald
girls'
the
Green, who has managed
field the Eagles--the
younger girls' team—will play the firm's store in Fulton for
the past four years, has been
promoted to manager of the
store in Paris, Tennessee.
Green will leave Saturday.
James Fitzgerald has been
named as the new store manager in Fulton, and has already
arrived to take Over his new
duties.
The Fulton County Sportsman
Club will sponsor a trap shoot
Green came to Fulton from
at 1;30 p.m. Sunday afternoon, his hometown of Benton, where
July 23.
he had been employed by the
This event will be held one National Stores for seven years,
mile east of Cayce on Highway the latter as assistant manager.
94.
He has been a popular figure
Shotguns, pistols, rifles and
muzzle loaders will be the types
of weapons used in the competition.
Prizes of picnic hams will be
presented and a trophy will be
awarded for the best trap shoot.
The officers of the Sportsman
Club are. Glenn Howell, president; Joe Mica, vice-president; and Mike Alexander,
secretary -treasurer.

Green Transferred To Paris;
Fitzgerald Named Manager Here

AUGUSTUS PEARSON, DIRECTOR of the Itscal 0E0 Office,
is pictured (minter) receiving the
signed contract from area housing counselor representative,
Tom Clonsionon (right) of Louisville. District Supervise, John Alga.(left) looks on The contract
provides for a new (some
ownership counseling program In this area — the eth in the state.

Signed Contract Makes Local 0E0
Home OwnershipCounseling Agency
"It has proved very successful in cutting
down home management problems; it has been a
good answer to this nation's housing problems,"
proclaimed Tom Clendenon, area representative
housing counselor from the Federal Department
of Housing and Urban Development, in reference
to the counseling service of HUD,
HUD's counseling service was initiated into
the Mississippi River Office for Economic Opportunity in Fulton by the formal presentation of
the signed contract on Wednesday morning, July
19, at the local office. The contract was signed by
Virgil Kinnaird, Area Director of HUD in Louisville, and by Augustus J. Pearson, Director of the
local 0E0 office.
The newly-initiated program
for this area will provide immediate attention to families
who want to become involved
in home ownership programs
for the Fulton and Hickman
county regions. There are only
two such houses in this area
now, the initiation of the new
program is to stimulate more
housing, according to Mr.Clendenon.
HUD has authorized the local
office to begin couseling persons qualified for Federal
Housing in Sections 235 and 237
immediately.
Section 235 provides home
ownership for moderate income
families (there are no home
ownership programs for low Income families—only public
ATTENDS WORKSHOP
Joseph Walker, son of Mr.
William Joseph Walker, South
Fulton, is attending one of two
Heelers Art WorkshOps at Murray Stae University this summer that will conclude July 21.
ICE CREAM SOCIAL
The South Fulton 'Uni(ed
Methodist Church will sponsor
its annual ice cream supper on
Saturday night, July 29, beginning at 5:00 p. m. The inenu
includes homemade ice cream
and cake, ham sanawithes, hotdogs and soft drinks.

neer who is now in San Francisco in another training program; and Augustus Pearson,
Director of the Mississippi
River Office for Economic Opportunity.
Director Pearson spoke of
the benefits of the new program,
as well as several other programs that have been successfully initiated in this area
recently, •The 0E0 Office tries
to play a vital part in thiscommunity in trying to be beneficial
to the citizens--a possible misconteption to some."

Sportsman
Club To Have
Trap Shoot

with merchants and shoppers
here, and is a past president
of the Fulton Retail Merchants
association. He has been active
in various civic projects. He
is 29, married, has two children.
Fitzgerald is a native of Camden, Tennessee, and began his
work with the National Stores in
that city. Following two years
active duty with the Army in
Alaska, he returned to the organization and comes to Fulton from Paris, Tennessee,
where
he
was assistant
manager. He is 23.
Fitzgerald is married, has no
children, and will live in South
Fulton.

Family Entertainment Planned
For Paducah Summer Festival

housing) that meet federal reThe Paducah Summer Festival
Musical entertainment is planquirements.
Committee announces the ache- ned through-out the Festival with
Section 237 provides a simdule of events planned for its 6th street music Friday August 4,and
ilar home ownership policy for
annual Summer Festival, with en- a 'Battle of the Bands" from 7.00
families with poor credit backtertainment for the entire family, until midnight.
grounds who would find it difEvents are planned for July 28Saturday evening, August 5,
ficult to obtain money from loan
a Gospel Singing will be held on
30 and August 2-6.
agencies.
The festival activities vial be- the riverfront, followedby a'pop'
Following
an approximate
gin with a dance for young adults organ concert on Stmday, August
$200 down payment that actual'Rollin'
on the River', with Mark 6, beginning at 7:00.
ly covers only closing fees, such
NEW MANAGER at National Store in Fulton: James FitzEntertainment for the kids is
families could obtain adequate and Company to be held at the planned Saturday
morning, Augerald, (left) has arrived to melees Waid Grew+, who Waves
homes on a 30-year payment Paducah Cabana Club July 28, gust 5, with a Karnival for
Kids,
A festival barbecue Is being
Saturday as the store manager at Paris, Tenn.
span with mortage payments
Gala for Girls, he National Tom
subsidized to possibly only 1%. sponsored by the 1.1, S. Coast Sawyer 'Fence Painting
ConHUD provides for the low mort- Guard Auxiliary 27-4 for the en- test,' and the Watermelon
Steal.
gage which is the main advan- tire family. The cost of $7.00 in- All Saturday's children's
events
cludes parents and children.
tage of this type program.
will
be
held
al
Barkley
Park.
Festivities begin at 2-30, July
All persons qualifying for
The Department of Economic of Agriculture.
Family entertainment is also
either of these two sections of 29, at the Clarks River flotilla, available on Saturday, August
Security announced this week
5,
During May 1972, 303,430
the home ownership programs Highway 60-62-68.
that
five percent mors low- low-Income Kentuckians rewith
Ozark
DC-9
plane
rides
over
The evening of the 29th will
are urged to see one of the
income persons in Fulton Coun- ceived food stamps valued at
Paducah
and
the
lakes
region,
a
offer
riverfront
entertainmgit
as
qualified counselors at the local
ty received food stamps in May $7,898,935. In May 1971, 282,ski show by the Kentucky Lake Ski
0E0 office for questions con- the 'Paducah Showboat" presents 'Nuts' at the riverfront,
1972 than did In April, and the 941
and the
persons received food
100 years of music beginning at
cerning the programs.
total cost of the program in- stamps with a total coupon
Festival parade.
vaHome ownership counseling 8-30 p.m.
creased 4.9 percent over the lue of $7,020,699. This repreThe major event of the Summer
Boat
owners
from
miles
around
may be obtained in the areas of
preceding month.
Festival will be Sunday, August 6.
sents an increase of approxifinance, housing selection, pur- are invited to launch their boats It is the inboard
During May 1972, according to mately 6.8 percent in
hydroplane
indivichase procedures, property at the Paducah riverfront July races, 'Dukes Cup'
the department records, 2,040 duals on the program in
Regatta. The
May
maintenance, home manage- 30, and join in the 'Ride 'Round race
low
income persons in Fulton 1972 over May 1971, and at the
is
sanctioned
by the
ment, referrals, and post-oc- the Rivers.' The skipper of each
County received food stamps same time an Increase of
American
Power
Boat
Associaover
boat making the all-day trip will
cupancy.
valued at $52,224. The April eleven percent in expenditures,
tion. Ticket cost will be $1.00
The entire office has been receive a commission from the with no charge to children
1972 figure, according to the according to department
under
Mayor
figas
an
admiral
or
navigator
certified by HUD as a coundepartment, was 1,939 persons ures.
12. Starting time is set at 12:00
seling agency; however,the fol- in the "Paducah Navy.' The ride noon.
receiving $49,958.
At present, 77 counties are
will
start
at
9.00
a.m.
lowing personnel at the office
A Summer Festival program,
participating in the departIn Kentucky, the program is
went through a training period
A salute to Paducah's Summer giving the exact time and dates
ment's food stamp program.
administered jointly by the Decompleted last week for counFestival will be a calliope con- of each event may be obtained
According to Rick Crawford,
seling positions: John Algee,
cert from board the Delta Queen by writing. Summer Festival partment of Economic Secur- assistant supervisor ofthe proDistrict Supervisor; Teresa
at the broadway riverfront August Publicity, Box 548, Paducah, ity's Bureau of Public Assis- gram, this figure will Increase
Curtis, Equal Opportunity Oftance and the U. S. Department to 88 by December,
2,
Kentucky, 42001.

Food Stamps Up5% In May

Just Right For "Going Bananas" . . .

Festival's 'A-peeling' Action Is Geared For Friendship... Fun!
From One Of The Bunch
Dona Martin
You're simply going to "go bananas" when
you read what has been "cooked up" for you if
you are in Fulton, Kentucky - South Fulton, Tennessee the weekend of August 17, 18 and 19!
From the appearance of famous Peter Nero
to the serving of the free one-ton banana pudding, there are indeed "a bunch" of happenings to
action-pack this year's International Banana Festival. The following brief sketches of each of the
planned festivities will bring you up-to-date on
how the Festival will bring entertainment and
lasting friendships to you and your entire family!
To begin, the theme of the
Banana Festival ts•international
friendship and diplomacy" or
"Project—Unite Us." Carrying
out this theme between America
and the banana-producing countries is Operation Amigo.
Operation Amigo will bring 20
to 25 students from Honduras and
Guatemala to enjoy the Festival
and to get to know America. They
will arrive on August 6 and will
stay in various citizens' homes
for two weeks, Call Mrs. Ahda
McCoy if you are interested in
keeping an amigo and promoting
friendship.
Closer to Festival time, the

carnival will arrive on August
14. It will be located at the Kitty
League Park throughout the festivities.
On August 15, the MarimbIstico
de Aviateca will arrive. You say
the WHAT will arrive? That's the
all-famous, well-liked Marimba
band! The Latin-American entertainment group will play for
dances each night at the Holiday
Inn and will play for free concerts during the day in downtown
Fulton and South Fulton.
There will be several different
types of exhibits, both for sale
and in competition, during the
three days of the Festival.

In competition will be the
homemakers clubs participating
in the Retail Merchants Window
Fair. Downtown Fulton and South
Fulton windows may still be obtained with no fee. Cash prizes
will be awarded the best window
exhibits.
Also competing for cash prizes
will be the entries in the Area
Arts and Crafts Show sponsored
by the Fulton and South Fulton Art
Guilds and the Fulton Woman's
Club. Original paintings or creative stltchery may be entered in
this contest for a fee of two
dollars with opportunities to win
as much as fifteen dollars.
Winners in five categories of
banana baked goodies will be
awarded cash prizes. The BANANA BAKE-OFF is open to all
non-professional bakers and the
banana "sweets' will be judged on
Thursday, August 17, in the First
Baptist Church. This annual event
is sponsored by the American
Legion Auxiliary.
There will be several exhibits
sponsored by local organizations
that are not in competition but
are on display for local interest
only. There will be an Indian
Relic display in Graham's window that will display relics found
in local Indian mounds.
There will also be a 'History
of Shoes" displayed in Bay's Shoe
Store. Haws Memorial patients

have been working on crafts all
summer that will be displayed in
Weak's window,
The Fulton County FFA will be
displaying 'Building Our American Communities", while LatinAmerican crafts will be exhibited
in Fulton Electric System's window. There will also be an Artex
paint display in the group with
these non-profit displays.
Exhibitors who are not in competition but will be selling their
goods are participating in the individual artists' and craftsmen's
exhibits. These displays will be
on Carr Street. There is a three
dollar exhibitor's fee but no limit
to what he may make!
Another group of sellers, not
competitors, are the flea market
salesmen. The flea market will
be at Kitty League Park during
the Festival where exhibitors
may sell any type of goods. The
fee is $5 for one day or $10 for
all three days.
Now, let's get to the actual
program of the three-day internationally-known
event! The
kick-off for the Banana Festival
will be on Wednesday night, August 16, when a Bananarama
Street Dance will be held. Different band styles, such as rock,
country-western, square dance,
etc. will be represented on the
streets of Fulton-South Fulton so
that all ages (from kindergarten

to senior citizens) may enjoy the bard
serving as judges. The
dance and get in the spirit of the
chairmen of the pageant are Bob
Festival!
Bay, Dick Armstrong, Bill FosOn the actual first day of the
sett, and Paul Westpheling.
Festival, Thursday, August 17,
Friday, August if, is Goverthe Rotary Club will sponsor a
nor's Day with Governor Wencountry ham breakfast. Tickets
dell Ford of Kentucky and Govermay be obtained in advance from
nor Winfield Dunn of Tennessee
any Rotarian or at the door.
serving as co-hosts with the InPlans have not been completed for
ternational Banana Festival Asthe time and place of the breaksociation.
fast.
To begin the exclusive day's
At noon on Thursday, the
activities, at 9.30 a.m.ceremonladies' Style Show and Luncheon
ies will be held at the Avenue
will be held at the Holiday Inn.
of Americas honoring the flags
Amidst a festive atmosphere of
of the various countries repreclever favors and door prizes,
several stores will have models
sen
ltmed
metdla
nertee.ly
following the
showing four outfits from each
ceremonies, there will be a coffee
store. Also, the amigos will
for the visiting dignitaries at the
mode/
their native
Latin- Derby with banana bread as
the
American costumes,Tickets may
be bought before the luncheon as
meTrn
hein
n,
g's
thedehlois
g
t
n
s
t.
w111 accompany
Festival time draws closer at
the ticket office in the Chamber the dignitaries on a tour of exof Commerce building, according hibits downtown. Following the
tour, they will all meet at the
to style show chairwomen-Holiday In for the Governor's
Dorothy Barker, Jane Scales, Luncheon
at noon. Tickets (in
Helen Allen, and Marion Lee Ray.
a limited amount) will be availBeautiful young ladies from able
before the luncheon at the
several states will compete for ticket
office downtown.
the coveted title of International
On Friday afternoon, the InterBanana Festival Princess at the
national
relations
program,
pageant sponsored by the Rotary 'Hands
Across the Border,' will
Club on Thursday evening at be
presented. The definite plans
8 p.m. The contest will beheld in
for the speaker and entertainers
the new, air-conditioned Fulton for
this event have not been cornCity High School with Tom Ewell,
Tom Preston, and Joyce Huh(Continued on Page 4;
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WINDAGE
Continued from Page 1

Do You Remember This?

When a whole lot more of our young people are participating actively in constructive
things for the country, I am sure they will feel
exactly as James Gray now does. This is what
the "new" Democratic party is all about, and
it can be a very healthy and stimulating omen
for the whole country.

From Our Picture Album

NOTEBOOK
Continued from Page 1
ondly because of my personal friendship with
his dynamic wife,Toni Peabody, with whom I
campaigned in Kentucky for the election of
Senator Hubert Humphrey in 1968.

These feelings aren't shared by all, mind
you. One restaurant owner in Memphis, when
asked last weekend what he thought of the
"new" Democratic party and the candidacy of
McGovern, said he had adopted two new
theme songs for the Democratic party, and he
wrote them down.
They are "I'm forever blowing bubbles",
and "I'm always chasing rainbows."
Okay, Pappy

Karen's Kolumn
by Karen Rice
WOMEN'S LIBERATION
I've noticed lately that even more and
more emphasis has been placed on women's
lib. It seems that on all of the favorite talk
shows that one of the first questions that women guests are asked is their opinion on today's most controversial subject. Why, only
the other night during an interview of Mrs.
Thomas Eagleton, wife of the Democratic
nominee for vice-president, one of the first
questions the newsman asked was"Are you a
women's libber?"
I can't understand why the majority of
men take women's liberation so lightly. Many
simply throw back their heads and laugh.
Most ask the same question,"Why does a woman want to be equal to a man?" Some don't
bother to ask questions but firmly state that "a
woman's place is in the home." But let me ask
one question. Why is a woman's place in the
home?
Most women, as men will all agree, are
unpredictable. And one small fact that most
overlook is that all women are different. Most
women, although many may argue this point,
are you might say "destined" to become dutiful housewives. Instilled in them when they
are very' young is.the idea that they will one
day "grow up" and have their own families.
It's not very often that you'll ask a young girl
what she wants to be and she answers "a fireman," "a policeman," or even "President of
the United States."
However, the fact that many women are
not allowed to hold the same jobs as men is
not enough to support women's liberation.
There are some jobs that men have that women would not want under any circumstances. What women are so irate about is
stated simply enough. A woman, with the
same education and in the same position is
not paid the same salary as would a male. In
almost every instance, as statistics will'show,
men are higher paid then women, even
-though both have identical qualifications.

This "oldie" was taken out at WFUL, probably around 18 years age. Man third from left is Jim Ferguson, and chances are,
this is a quartet group who came to sing during his well-known afternoon gospel music program.

Continued on Page 6
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tilksoiry Coroner

jective portrait of the man whose
war with the corporate state may
alter forever and balance between public and private power
In
Approaching
Ralph
.., !:i.tt
r and his work as
.
neither an adversary nor an advocate, Charles McCarry succeeds brilliantly in humanizing
the complex, elusive man behind the headlines.

THE MAHARAJAHS, by John
Lord. Their wealth was staggering one had more cash in,
ET LUCY DANIEL
hand than anyone in the world,
GREEK MYTHS, by Olivia Co- ligious emphasis and interpre- another was not surprised to
olidge. Under the skillful pen of tation. Here is a wealth of cre- find ten million dollars in coins
this author,the landscape of early Dye ideas for devotions, decor- stashed under his back stairs.
Interesting Reading
Greece, the great heroes,simple ations, and even refreshments for They had their own armies, jecountry folk, and the immortal the special times when women wels
valued in millions—in"The Boys of Summer" is
visitors from Olympus, take on come together.
cluding the most famous, the Koh- an eyewitness account of an
true vigor and freshness. It is
l-noor diamond--concubines by era when the Brooklyn Dodgnot just a re-telling ofthe stories WITCHCRAFT AT SALEM, by the hundreds, private jungles in
the heroes of Flatof the gods, but a new and vital Chadwick Hansen. The strange which elephants, tigers and leo- ers were
approach to material which has events that took place in Salem, pards roamek. Many held powers bush and the New York Herthrilled readers for hundreds of Massachusetts, in the year 1692, of life and death over their sub- ald Tribune was withering on
seem to us today to have been so jects and a few were thought to the vine.
years.
bizarre it is difficult for us to be divine. They were the last
Written by Roger Kahn,
OUR CHRISTIAN SYMBOLS, by wisp What actually took,place. splendid anachronisms of mod- former "Trib" sportswriter,
Friedrich Rest. The heritage of How could people act so absurdly, ern' times. This book draws In- the reader is given a locker.
the Christian Church is rich in we say, forgetting that we are timate pictures of the most faroom view of the hectic lives
symbolism. With the marked re- dealing with the seventeenth cen- mous of these fabulous princes
of the Brooklyn "Bums" in
vival of interest in worship during tury when belief in witchcraft in their golden age when they
recent years, we have seen also was general, and that for every gave to India its aura of mag- the years when Jackie Robinson threw down the gauntlet
a new emphasis on intelligent and innocent person put to death in nificence.
to organized baseball and
appreciative use of traditional Massachusetts as a witch, many
symbols. In this book, author and hundreds met the same fate in THE WRONG PLANTAGENET, won. The book is filled with
artist have cooperated in pro- England and on the continent. But by Marian Palmer. Were the the lusty language of the
ducing an interpretation of Chris- were all innocent of the charge two little princes in the Tower gung-ho group of men who
tian symbols that is uniquely against them? Read this book and really murdered? Or was one were Robinson's teammates.
you will find what the author of them alive and prepared to
forceful and interesting.
Mr. Kahn details the disapthinks about Witchcraft at Salem. claim the coveted throne of EngWOMEN'S PROGRAMS F 0 R
land by both right and an over- pointments as well as pleasSPECIAL OCCASIONS. Here are THE 30,000-MILE SKI RACE, by whelming force of arms? These ures in the business of basetwenty-two programs plus table Peter Miller. At the top level of questions and answers provide ball.
graces and prayers for special international ski racing, more the drama in this powerful tale
He also takes a look at
situations to help the busy woman. demanding than even Olympic of one of the most controver- the same players today. Some
an
Cup,
World
the
is
competition,
sial periods in England's his- made the transition graceAll are ideal for use in church,
club, or civic groups. This book annual fifteen-race grand tour to tory.
fully, others did not. Mr.
world's best
the
is unique in that each program determine
Kahn shows what happens to
deals with a special day or oc- racers, male and female, in the CITIZEN NADER, by Charles
casion. Each program has re- three Alpine events of downhill, McCarry. Here is the first ob- yesterday's heroes.

In my opinion, if a woman does the same
job as a man, she should be paid the same
salary as a man and not paid less because her
sex happens to be female. By doing the same
job as a man I don't mean that a woman has
to dig ditches, work up to her elbows in grease
or other such jobs. However, if a woman has
the same education and fulfills the same requirements as a man, and applies for a position, the salary should be fixed upon qualifications and not upon sex.
I'll admit that some women's libbers go
to the extremes in stressing their point. They
believe that women should give up feminine
ways. No lacy, frilly clothes, but stiff, drab
suits, going as far as to suggest that women
wear suit pants. suit coats, white shirts and
ties. This is indeed ridiculous and I'm afraid
that is the view that many people seem to
have on the whole women's liberation movement.
Contrary to belief, women are not "the
weaker sex." Women are strong-willed, courageous, very intelligent and, more often than
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slalom and giant slalom. This
book recreates the competition,
focusing primarily on the American Team.

FULTON'S

next council meeting, August 4th.
FROM TEE

rn.Est--

The league-leading Fulton Lookouts, for the
second time in a row will be hosts to the Kitty
League's All-Star Game here on July 16. Last
year Sam Lamitna's red hot baseball team was
host to the game for the first time in the history
of Fulton's organized basebgall. This year, holdTWENTY YEARS AGO
ing the lead in the league since the first of the
JULY 11, 1952
season, they came back with a repeat performA racer built by the members of Mrs. Dean ance and the local officials are making elaborate
Harwood's Cub Scout Den won the Cub Car arrangement to play hosts to the hundreds of fans
Derby held in Hickman on July 4th. Members* who will come to Fulton for the big game.
will receive a free trip to St. Louis to a Cardinal
FORTY-FIVE YEARS AGO
ball game, plans for which will be worked out
JULY 15, 1927
later.
W. M. Hill and Sons have just completed a
Billy Grooms was the driver of "Slow Poke",
the winning racer. Fathers who assisted in the beautiful piece of Kellastone work at the home of
construction of the racer were, Max McKnight Dr. and Mrs. R. T. Rudd on Commercial Avenue,
where the front porch was remodeled. The founand Bill Grooms.
dation was also given a coating of Kellastone.
Mrs. Buren Rogers, Fulton's top woman golf,
Cupid shot from his bow another arrow that
er, was pictured in the Paducah Sun-Democrat
leisurely enjoying the day in Paducah Tuesday went not astray for the little dart brought hapwhen local lady golfers attended a four-city golf piness to the hearts of two Fulton people, namely Mr H M.Pamon, and Miss Laura Turberville,
tournament there.
who were united in marriage Sunday morning,
Of unusual social importance is the announce- July 10.
ment made today by Mr. and Mrs. Roland E.
One of the largest and most beautifully planHunt of Cincinnati, Ohio of the engagement of
their daughter, Phoebe Ann, to Capt. William ned bridge parties of the season was given on
Preston Reed, son of Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Reed Friday afternoon at the Usona Hotel by Mrs.
Henry W. Ford,,and Miss Beatrice Broome, honof this city.
oring Misses Aurelia Walsh of Memphis, MarBy direction of the President, Staff Sergeant garet Crockett of Detroit, Arlene Baird of DyersCecil L..Wade son of Roy R. Wade of Cayce and burg and Mary Sue Dulonay of Louisville, attracthe late Mary Elizabeth White Wade has been tive guests of Miss Broome.
Delicious punch was dispensed throughout
awarded the Bronze Star Medal.
the game by four charming young ladies, Misses
At the regular meeting of the Fulton City Dot Ford, Kathryn Reid, Mary Nell McDade, and
Council last Monday night, the group voted to Louise Hill.
engage an engineering firm to survey the fairMr. J. K. Passmore was surprised on the 75th
grounds and to submit plans for the recreational
with a very enjoyable dinner given by
birthday
is
survey
expected
The
facilities of a city park.
to be completed and plans submitted before the his friends and relatives.

Back The

Back To McGovern's Chances
Except for Paul, I have encountered no
other person since the convention ended who
thinks McGovern can win the presidency as /
think he can.
To me, it's a matter of simple arithmetic
and dedication.
This year approximately 25,000,000
Americans become 18 years of age and able to
cast their first vote in a presidential election.
The accent in the McGovern campaign apparatus is to mount a gigantic campaign to
register these new voters and while registering them "sell" them on the idea of voting for
McGovern. They can do it, and will do it.
The young professionals, and they are
that indeed, and the zealous grass roots volunteers of the McGovern Camp have proved
that quite a few million Americans are tired
of the way things are and demand sortie basic
changes.
And those who scoffed at or ignored Senator McGovern's candidacy a year ago are
slower now to dismiss the idea that there are
voters in the weeds waiting to trip President
Nixon as he passes, just as they tripped
George Wallace, Edmund Muskie, Hubert
Humphrey, Richard Daley, George Meany
and a score of others who thought they knew
what was behind every leaf in the Democratic
forest.
Think Of It
Think on the matter of Chicago's Richard
Daley for instance, the last of the big city "political bosses." For nearly a quarter of a century Daley has had Illinois in his hip pocket.
The laws he didn't like, he changed; the votes
he needed, he bought or confiscated; the delegates he wanted, he hand-picked.
It was this Mayor Daley, the man who
was manipulator of governors, mayors, senators, even presidents, who got his come-uppence in Miami Beach with all the smokefilled rooms in the city maneuvering, without
success, to thwart this young group of tenacious young people who wanted him out and
got him out.
It was an historic event.
_baPPen,
I was there. I cannot shad any tealiame his
political demise
McGovern-Kennedy Comparbion
Some of the older political observers will
do well to remember the presidential year of
1960 when young John Kennedy received the
Democratic nomination for President.
Perhaps not quite so Liberal as McGovern,
he was a Liberal nonetheless. But in addition
to the gloom over Kennedy's youth and lus
liberal views, Kennedy carried the political
albatross of being a Roman Catholic.
The historical events in the Kennedy
campaign are now delegated to the archives of
the political party. I made the point to remind
you that Kennedy's election made it almost a
necessity to have a Roman Catholic on the
national ticket, a fact that most political
know-it-alls viewed is as doomsday when Kennedy was the candidate.
McGovern's running mate, Thomas Eagleton is a Roman Catholic.
All these sidelights on McGovern's nomination are made to make it very clear to you
that his selection does not mean disaster for
the Democratic party this year.
And I see it as a very attractive team and
one that could bring about the birth of a new
political tradition in America.
All this talk of abortion on demand, a gay
liberation front, $6500 minimum per family is
a lot of propaganda, and moreover soundly
voted down by all of us during the platform
.deliberation.
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The Kentucky Delegation
More than a lot of people have chastised
me right sharply for not staying with Senator
Edmund Muskie till the bitter end, since we
were committed to him before we went to the
convention.
All of your arguments make good sense,
but I was firmly committed to the leadership
of Wendell Ford and if he thought it good for
Kentucky to suggest that we vote for Senator
Jackson it was good enough for me.
I did give very serious thought to casting
my vote for Governor George Wallace, but af-•
ter Governor Ford conferred with Governor
Wallace and some understanding was reached
between the two of them as to the strategy to
voting for Senator Jackson I went along with
Governor Ford again.
I am sure the reasons for this strategy
will unfold as the campaign develops this
Fall.
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SOCIETY - WOMAN'S INTEREST
Several Bridal Parties Honor Mrs. Bill Bard
Mrs. Bill Bard, the former
Miss Ginger Edwards, has been
honored with several parties
since her wedding on June 30.

flcountered no
Lion ended who
presidency as I

HOLIDAY INN LUNCHEON
On Friday, July 7, Mrs. Gilson Latta and Mrs. Maxwell McDade were hostesses to a one
o'clock luncheon at the Holiday
Inn.
Mrs. Bard was presented a
corsage of white Marguerite
daisies and the hostess gift was
a set of towels.
Attending the luncheon were:
Mrs. Bard, her mother, Mrs.
C. D. Edwards, Mrs. Eugene
Bard, mother of the groom, Miss
Ann Mahan, MissJanet Williamson, Mrs. Michael Butts, Mrs.
Guy Finch, Mrs. G. J. Willingham, Mrs. Billy Gore, Mrs. Virgil Barker, Mrs. L. M. McBride
and Mrs. E. E. Williamson.
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Mr.and Mrs. James E. Foster

Mr. and Mrs. James E. Foster
Celebrate Golden Anniversary
Mr.and Mrs. James E. Foster, of Crutchfield,
Kentucky, will be celebrating their fiftieth wedding anniversary on Saturday, July 29.
The couple was married on July 29, 1922, by
the late Squire S. A. McDade in his home. Their
witnesses were Mrs. Adrian McDade and Homer
Smith.
The parents of the couple are the late Mr.
and Mrs. Charles Foster and the late Mr. and
Mrs. Less Strother.
Mr. Foster's sisters are Betty Winkler, Era
Walden, Ora Smith of Los Angeles, California.
Ray Foster and the late Elzy Foster are his brothers.
Mrs. Foster's brother is the late Hollis Strother.
Mr. and Mrs. Foster moved from this area
following their marriage to California where
their family resided. Approximately ten years
ago, they moved back to their home state and
made their home at Crutchfield where they still
reside.
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Miss Cheryl Kathleen Hampton and Larry Keith Forrester
will exchange wedding vows in
a September ceremony in the
Cumberland PresbyAntioch
terian Church. The bride-elect
is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
William Thomas Hampton of
Route 1, Hickman, who announce
the couple's engagement. Parents
of the future bridegroom are Mr.
and Mrs. Paul Forrester of Route
3, Union City.
A graduate of Obion County
Central High School, Miss Hampton is a sophomore at the University of Tennessee at Martin where she is majoring in
nursing.
She is the granddaughter of
Charles W. Simmons of Union
City and the late Mrs. Simmons
and of Mrs. Lacie Hendricks of
Union City and the late Preston Hampton.
Mr. Forrester graduated from
Obion County Central High School
and now attends UTM where he is
a sophomore. He is engaged in
farming.
He is the grandson of Mrs.
0. R. Griffin of Union City and
the late Mr. Griffin and of Mrs.
Alf Forrester of Rives and the
late Mr. Forrester.
All friends and relatives are
invited to attend the wedding,
Saturday, September 2, at 4 o'clock in the afternoon.
CLASS REUNION
The Class of 1967 of Fulton
ounty High School will hold
'ts five-year reunion at Boyette's Cafe at 'Reelfoot on this
weekend. Call Mike Major,
836-6032, for reservations.

Catholic on the
, most political
sday when Ken-

Govern's nomiery clear tO you

Miss Hampton
Is Engaged To
Mr.Forrester

ATLANTIC CITY BOUND-Carolyn Sue Walters, an
18-year-old University of Louisville coed, won the Miss
Kentucky title in Louisville June 17 as she sang this
rendition of "Rock-a-Bye Your Baby." The sophomore
music major will present her talent again in Atlantic City
later this summer as she represents the commonwealth
in the Miss America Pagaent. (Gary Robinson Photo)

Mr. and Mrs. Wesley King,
918 Troy Avenue, Hickman will
be celebrating their 50th wedding anniversary at a reception to be held Sunday afternoon, July 23.
The setting for the event will
be the Fellowship Hall of the
First Church of God and the
celebration will be held from
2:00 to 4:30 p.m.
Mr. and Mrs. Louis Laster
of Detroit and Mr. and Mrs.
Bill Ellingburg of Memphis,
daughters and son-in law of
Mr. and Mrs. King, will serve
as hosts and hostesses. As no
invitations are being sent,
everyone is invited to attend.

Miss Owens Is Complimented
With Two Pre-Nuptial Parties
Pre-nuptial parties have begun a coffee Wednesday morning, July
recently to compliment Miss 12, at the home of Mrs. Ronald
Shelia Owens bride-elect of Ro- Coffman.
The dining table was centered
bert Brawn.
with an arrangement of white
LUNCHEON
carnations and the hostess gift
was a white apron with painted
A one o'clock luncheon Monday recipes. Hostesses were Mrs.
at the Holiday Inn honored Miss Coffman and Mrs. Wilburn Allen.
Owens. Hostesses were Mrs.
Attending the coffee were the
Wendel Coffman, Mrs. John Cov- honoree, her mother, Mrs. Shelington and Mrs. Wendell Butts. ton Owen, Mrs. Robert Brown,the
The bride-elect chose for the groom's mother, Mrs. P. E.
occasion a red and white jersey Deeny, the groom's grandmother,
floor length pantskirt with a blue Miss Karen Trees, Mrs. L. M.
blouse. She was presented a cor- McBride, Mrs. Wendell Coffman,
Mrs. Kenneth Crews, Mrs. Richsage of white baby mums.
The luncheon table was cen- ard Myatt, Mrs. John Burrow and
tered with a summer bouquet in Mrs. Doll Phillips.
red and white. The hostess gift
for Miss Owens was a set of
woven place mates.
Included in the guest list were
the honoree, her mother, Mrs.
Shelton Owens, Mrs. R. V. Putman, Mrs. Wilburn Allen, Mrs.
The Cayce Methodist Church
Ronald Coffman, Mrs. John CoV- will hold its annual barbecue supington 111, Miss Debbie Butts, per on the lawn of the church
Miss Karen Tress and Miss De- Wednesday night, July 26.Serving
borah Hutchens all of Fulton, will begin at 6.00 p.m.
Mrs. Robert Brown and Mrs.
All plates served family style
Emma Denney of Clinton and with tea are two dollars per perthe three hostesses.
son. Other drinks willcost extra.
Sandwiches will also be available for fifty cents. Homemade
COFFEE
pies and cakes will also be
alias Owens was honored with served.

Cayce Methodists
To Have Barbecue

Mr. Mignon Bard, Mr. and Mrs.
Roy Bard, Mr. and Mrs. William Smith, and the hosts Mr.
and Mrs. McKendree.
SUNDAY GIFT TEA
The home of Mrs. John Colley
was the scene of a gift tea, July
9, honoring Mrs. Bard on Sunday, with Mrs. Louis B. Jones
and Mrs. Charles Johns as cohostesses.
Pink puhch and pink cake
squares were served from a
table covered with English lace
over pink. Pink rosebuds in a
crystal bowl, flanked by pink
tapers in crystal holders formed
the centerpiece for the table.
Gifts were on display On a
table overlaid with a cutwork
cloth over pink. Mrs. Lona Farabough registered the guests.
Special guests were the grandmothers of the groom, Mrs. Roy
Bard and Mrs. William Smith.
Mrs. Bard was presented a
baby mums corsage.
Approximately 40 guests called
between the hours of two to four
o'clock.

candle and ring as a gift from the
hostesses. Her corsage was a
glamellia.
Attending were the honoree,
Mrs. C. D. Edwards, Mrs. Eugene Bard, Mrs. William Smith,
Mrs. Roy Bard, Miss Janet Williamson, Miss Ann Fenwick, Miss
Jackie Hight, Mrs. Jackie Wood,
Mrs. Paul Westpheling.

Miss Newton's
Engagement Is
Announced

Mr. and Mrs. Harold David
Newton are today announcing the
engagement and approaching
marriage of their youngest daughter, Amanda Faye, to Terry
Randell Meadows, son of Mr.and
Mrs. E. C. Meadows of Union
COUPLE'S GIFT TEA
City, Tennessee.
Miss Newton graduated this
Mr. and Mrs. Bill Bard were
spring from the University of
the honorees at a gift tea given
Tennessee
at Martin with an Asby Mr. and Mrs. Umphrey Mcsociate of Arts degree in Nursing.
Kendree Saturday night, July 8,
She
is employed by Obion County
at the home of Mr. and Mrs.
MCBRIDE HOME LUNCHEON
General Hospital.
:
William Smith. Mrs. Bard is the
,M
libur
r
w
m ide
Mrs. L. M. McBride,
Grandparents of the brideformer Ginger Edwards.
BilM
lyor
sG ie and
Cake nuts, and mints were Allen were hosts for a luncheon elect are Mr. and Mrs. E. B.
Newton
of South Fulton and Mr.
served with punch.
Tuesday, July II, at one o'clock
The guest list included the hon- at the McBride home on Eddings and Mrs. E. B. Jones of Paducah, Kentucky.
ored couple, Mrs. Jane Edwards, Street, honoring Mrs. Bard.
Mr. Meadows is a 1972 graduate
mother of the bride, Mr.and Mrs.
The dining table was centered
Eugene Bard and Jennifer, Mr. with an arrangement of white of the University of Tennessee at
and Mrs. John E. Bard and Sid- glads and yellow mums in a sil- Martin where he received a
Bachelor of Science degree in
ney, Mr. and Mrs. Erwin Bard, ver bowl.
Mr. and Mrs. Hampton Brown,
Mrs. Bard was presented a Zoology. He is employed in the
Inhalation Therapy Department at
the Obion County General Hospital and plans to attend medical
school next year.
The groom -elect's grandparents are Mr. and Mrs. Claude
Meadows of Sikeston, Missouri,
and Mrs. Floyd Wakefield and the
The marriage of Miss Joyce blue and white lace on deepcuffs. late Mr. Wakefield of Wilette,
hies Wilson to Donald Pickering Her veil was also fashioned ofthe Tennessee.
was solemnized at seven o'clock blue and white lace.
An August 27 wedding is planShe carried a white orchid bou- ned at the South Fulton Baptist
in the afternoon, Saturday, June
17, in the sanctuary of the Chapel quet fashioned of delicate white Church at two o'clock in the
Hill Methodist Church in South elegance carnations accented afternoon. All friends and relwith blue and white streamers. atives are invited to attend the
Fulton.
Mrs. Don Mann, sister of the wedding and the reception imThe Rev. Paul Wright, pastor,
performed the double-ring cere- bride, was, maid of honor. Mr. mediately following.
Orville Pickering attended his
mony.
The bride is the youngest dau- brother as best man.
For her daughter's wedding,
ghter of Mrs. Vergie Wilson and
the late Robert Wilson of South Mrs. Wilson wore a lavender knit
Fulton. The groom is the son of with black accessories.
Mr. and Mrs. Bernard Pickering • Mrs. Pickering, mother of the
groom, wore blue and white crepe
of South Fulton.
Preceding the pledging of the with white accessories. Both mowhite carnation
vows, Miss Scarlet Laird pre- thers wore
sented a program of nuptial corsages.
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Campbell,
Immediately following the wedmusic.
Route Four, Fulton, Kentucky,
Vows were exchanged before ding a reception was enjoyed at announce the engagement and apthe church alter, which was or- the home of Mrs. W. Boyd. As- proaching marriage of their daunamented with white carnations sisting in the serving of wedding ghter, Carla Patrice, to James
and white gladlohos arranged In ' cake and punch were Mrs.James Blanton Coffey, son of Mr. and
the brass alter vases. A back- Wilson and Mrs. Don Mann.Some Mrs. Harold P. Coffey, Route
ground of ferns completed the fifty guests attended the wedding Four, Hickman, Kentucky.
and reception.
setting.
Miss Campbell is a 1971 graAfter the recetplon the couple
The bride, given in marriage
of Fulton County High
duate
by her brother, James Wilson, left for a short wedding trip. The School. She is employed at City
with
wore a formal gown of white bride chose a white knit
National Bank in Fulton.
whip cream combined with blue navy blue accessories for going
Mr. Coffey is a 1970 graduate
and white lace. The empire bod- away.
of
Fulton County High School and
They are now at home in South
ice featured a Camolet neckline
is employed by Coffey Construcwith long sleeves bordered with Fulton, Tennessee.
tion Company at Hickman.
The wedding will be solemnized
on August 19, 1972, at 6:00 p.m.
at Cayce United Methodist Church
with Reverend Charles Dancy
performing the ceremony.
Only out of town invitations will
be sent. All friends and relatives
are invited to attend the wedding
made ice cream and cake,
and the reception which follows
VISITS SISTER
there will tie a "slave" auction.
in the church fellowship hall.
Thomas,
Mrs. Lillian Green
of Torrince, California, is visiting her sister, 'Mrs. Edra Earl
RETURN HOME
Green Hilliard, of 603 Walnut,
Mrs. Christine Pierce and
Fulton, this week. She arrived
Mr. and Mrs. A. W. Green and
July 15 and attended the 50
Steve have returned home folyear reunion of Jordan High
lowing their visit with Mr. and
School at Reelfoot on July 103.
Mrs. Harmon Pierce of 'Medford Lakes, New Jersey. They
Mrs. Gaither Turner,a memalso vieled New York City, AtRETURN HOME
ber of the Martin Business and
lantic
City
and
Philadelphia
returnhas
Hornra
Mrs. Fred
Professional Woman's Club,
ed to her home on 117 Norman
was presented a plague for her
outstanding work in the club
after visiting her family in
ATTENDS REUNION
since it was organized.
Sacramento, California, and
Mrs. Geraldine McAdams,
son in Stockton, California.
Mass Jessie Graham. of St.
president, preMartin Club
Louis, attended the reunion of
sented the award during their
Jordan High School at ReelICE CREAM SUPPER
monthly dinner and business
foot Lake on July 16. The formeeting at Gateway Restaurant
The First Methodist Church
mer teacher of Jordan also
on July 14.
of Fulton will sponsor an ice
v:sited
with
Mrs.
Edra
Earl
Representative Larry Bates
Wednesday,
July
cream social
Hilliard of Walnut Street. Fulwas the guest speaker for the
26, from 6:00 p. in. UI 7:30.
ton.
meeting.
Following the serving of home-

June Wedding Vows Unite.
Miss Wilson, Mr. Pickering

Miss Campbell
To Marry
Mr. Coffey

News 'Round Town

Martin Club
Member Wins
B&PW Award

yolotot .Bandeia.
— Your Problems Bring Answers —
Dear Ann Landers: We are
normal, decent girls, 15 and 16
years of age who have been
friends since kindergarten. None
of our parents ever mention sex
because they believe people
shouldn't think about sex until
they get married.
We get most of our information
from each other. Naturally some
of it is wrong because the
"facts" come from crummy magazines. We need answers to two
questions. (I) Is it possible to
get pregnant the first time? (2)
Do you know of a birth control
method that is 100 per cent harmless and foolproof? Thanks, Ann.
You are more of a mother to us
than our own mothers---Tennessee Five
Dear Five (I) It is indeed possible for a girl to become presnant the first time. Abortion
clinics' records indicate that the
inexperienced girl runs the greatest risk of pregnancy.
(2) There is no known birth
control method that is 100 per
cent harmless and foolproof. The
closest is The Pill—if the girl
holds it between her knees at

all times.
•

•

•

Dear Ann Landers: We have
four sons under 11 years of age
and our place is headquarters for
all the boys in the neighborhood.
We've had as many as twenty
kids in our rec room at onetime.
This sounds great, but it has
its drawbacks. The mother of one
of the boys who was here last
week is furious with me.
It seems her son Jimmy was
horsing around in our backyard,
and he ran into a post and knocked
out a front tooth. Jimmy is 11
years old and the tooth was, unfortunately, a permanent one. I
felt awful about it, put some cold
compresses on the boy's mouth
and sent him home.
His mother called me a few
hours islet, wild with anger.
"Where's Jimmy's tooth?" she
asked. 'How do I know?' I replied. "Go out and find it," she
screamed. "It can be transplanted.'
We have half an acre, Ann.
Hunting for a kid's tooth out
there was ridii ulous. Hut I said

I'd try, and I did. Of course I
didn't have any luck.
I'd like to know if I HAD
found the tooth, could it have been
successfully transplanted( rve
never heard of such a thing.-Corning, N. Y.
Dear Corn: Dr. Paul Goldhaber,, Dean of the Harvard Schoo'
of Dental Medicine says a
knocked-out tooth can be successfully •re-planted" if the root
is kept moist and intact in a
weak salt solution and the tooth
and the patient are in the dentist's
office within 24 hours. He made it
clear, however, that the tooth
will probably not last more than
five or six years but these are
important years in the dental
history of an adolescent, and it's
worth the trouble.
• • •
Dear Ann Lnders: I have a
beautiful I9-year-old sister.
Everyone tells her how pretty she
is and she eats it up. She has a
super boyfriend. I'm
17, a
pimple-faced freak, miserable
and unhappy. I used to have a
darling steady but he told some-

one my complexion was so sickening he was embarrassed to be
seen with me. The friend who
repeated this to me was not trying to be mean.She Just wanted me
to know I lost the guy because
of my skin and not because I was
dumb or boring.
What can I do? I've sent away
for every "cure" under the sun.
I've scrubbed my face raw with
alcohol
laundry soap---you
name it, Ann, I've tried it. Mom
says I'll grow out of it. I can't
wait that long. Please help me.-A Mess
Dear Friend. See a skin specialist and stop fooling around.
Thousands of kids with acne have
been helped and you can be among
them. Get yourself VI appointment at once.
•••
Discover now to be date bait
without falling hook, line and
sinker. Ann Landers' booklet,
"Dating Do's and Don'ts," will
help you be more poised and sure
of yourself on dates. Sen I 35c in
coin along with a long stamped
self-addressed envelope and your
reauest to this newspaper.

William Roy Bard

Miss Edwards, Mr. Bard Are
United In June 30 Ceremony
Amidst an atmosphere of candlelight and
greenery, Miss Ginger Edwards and William Roy
Bard were united in marriage on the evening of
June 30, 1972, at the Trinity Episcopal Church in
Fulton, Kentucky.
Parents of the couple are Mrs. Cornelius DeMyer Edwards and the late Mr. Edwards and Mr.
and Mrs. Roy Eugene Bard.
The Reverend James Wilkinson performed
the double rind ceremony, while Mrs. Stephen. A.
Finch, sister of the bride, presented the program
of nuptial music.
Mrs. Finch's selections included the processional, Trumpet Tune by Henry Purcell, and
the recessional, the traditional
Wedding March by Felix Mendelssohn.
Greg and Bill Bailey Binford,
sons of Mr. and Mrs. Charles
Binford, served as acolytes.
Two urns of white gladioli and
killian daisies decorated the
altar of the church. Aisle can,
clelabra were entwined with
smilax greenery. All windows
of the church were adorned with
nests of Jade greenery and white
tapers.
Descending the aisle on the
arm of her brother-in-law,
Stephen A. Finch of Memphis,
who gave her in marriage, the
lovely bride wore a traditional
gown of magnolia white slipper
satin designed with a scoop
neckline and long tapering
sleeves, terminating at the
wrist in calla lily points. The
natural waistline rose above a
demi-belled skirt, which was
appliqued with Venise lace and
accented with rock crystal and
seed pearls. A chapel-length
train accented the gown.
The bride wore a floor-length
mantilla of imported illusion
bordered in Venise lace. She
carried a bouquet of white
roses, killian daisies, and
lemon leaf.
Serving as the bride's only
attendant, Miss Janet Grey Williamson was the maid of honor.
She was attired in a floor length
dress of turquoise shantung with
an empire waist and floating
panel in the back accented with
a Dior bow. She carried a nosegay of white Marguerite daisies
with streamers.
Eugene Bard served his son
as best man. Ushers were David
Ferrell, South Fulton, and Mike
Fenwick, Fulton.
Mrs. Edwards chose for her
daughter's wedding a blue and
beige knit dress with beige accessories. The mother of the
groom, Mrs. Bard wore a blue
knit dress with matching accessories. Both wore corsages
of white glamelias.
Mrs. William Smith and Mrs,
Roy Bard, grandmothers of the
groom wore blue dresses complimented with white carnation
corsages.
The great-aunt of the bride,
Mrs. Harry Walters of Martin,
wore a navy dress with a corsage of white carnations.
Immediately following the
Impressive ceremony, the reception was held in the Parish
Hall of the church. Hostesses
were. Mrs. Joe Hall, Mrs.Tom
Westpheling, Mrs. Paul Westpheling, Mrs. Glenn Dunn, Mrs.
Tommy Spraggs and Mrs. Barry
Bondurant.
Assisting in serving were
Misses Mary Helen Dunn and
Ann Fenwick and Mesdames
Umphrey McKendree and Mike
Butts. Misses Jennifer Bard,
sister of the groom, and Jennifer
Rogers of Memphis,
Cousin of the bride, registered
the guests.
The two serving tables were
overlaid with white cloths with
double rows of lace. The threetiered wedding cake, which was
decorated with blue and topped
with a miniature bride and
groom encircled with daisies,
accented the bride's table.
The other table which held the
two serving bowls of punch was
centered with an arrangement

of snapdragons and Marguerite
daisies and accented with white
tapers and silver appointments.
After the reception, the
couple left for a wedding trip.
For their honeymoon, the bride
chose a two-piece red knit dress
complimented by arose corsage
taken from her bridal bouquet.
The couple is presently
making their home in Beaumont
Apartments, Martin, Tennessee, where they are attending the
University of Tennessee.
REHEARSAL DINNER
Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Bard,
parents of the groom, honored
their son and Miss Ginger Edwards with a rehearsal dinner
at the Holiday Inn.
Two three-branched silver
candelabra holding white tapers, flanked the silver epergne
of white gladioli and baby mums
with Jade greenery. Magnolias,
English ivy, and single white
tapers were interspersed down
the center of the side tables.
The following guests were
seated at the tables arranged in
U-shape. Miss- Edwards, Mr.
Bard, Mrs. C.D. Edwards, Mr.
and Mrs. Charles Binford, the
Reverend Jim Wilkinson, Miss
Janet Williamson, David Ferrell, Mike Fenwick, Deborah
Hodges, Greg and Bill Bailey
Milford, Stephen A. Finch, of
Memphis, Miss Ann Fenwick,
Mrs, Umphiey McKendree,
Mrs. Billy Gore and the hosts.

Fulton Co.
Class Has
Reunion
The Fulton County High
School Class of 1952 celebrated
its 20th year reunion, July 1,
at Boyette's Dining Room on
Reelfoot Lake.
The group first met at the
home of Mr. and Mrs. Don
Henry for an hour of refreshments and renewing old acquaintances. From there they
journeyed to Boyette's for a delicious meal of fish and ham and
all the trimmings.
Before the meal each class
member was asked to give a
brief summation of his life in
the last 20 years. After the meal
some reminiscing was enjoyed.
The following were read by their
authors of 20 years ago:
Class Poem, Richard Cartwright, Class Prophecy, Charles Halter man, Class Pessimist, John Wright, Class Optimist, Holt Jones; Class History, Julia Davis; Last Will
and Testament, Sara Den Middleton.
Those in attendance were:
Mr. and Mrs. James Black, Mr.
and Mrs. John Wright, Mr. and
Mrs. Holt Jones, Mr. and Mrs.
W. G. Adams, all of Hickman;
Mr. and Mrs. Mack Wheeler,
Mr. and Mrs. Warren Davis,
of Union City, Tennessee, Mr.
and Mrs. Kenneth Blincoe of
Mayfield, Kentucky, Mr. and
Mrs. Kenneth Middleton, of
Henderson, Kentucky, Mr. and
Mrs. Boyce Ross of Paducah,
Kentucky; Mr. and Mrs. Richard Cartwright, of Mobile, Alabama; Mr. and Mrs. Charles
}letterman, of Fulton, Kentucky.
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Conservation
Workshop Held
In August
Murray state University's 19th
annual Conservation Workshop,
offering a three-hour course entitled Secondary Education 521,
Techniques of Teaching Conservation, will be held during the
summer intersession August 729.
To meet in Room S-202 of the
Applied Science Building generally from 8 toll a.m. six days
a week, the workshop will include two all-day field trips and
one half-day field trip. Visits
to Camp Currie and the Land
Between the Lakes National Recreation Area are among the
activities.
Robert L. Hendon, associate
professor of agriculture at Murray State, will be the workshop
director. He will be assisted by
Ferrell Miller, field representative of the Kentucky Division
of Soil and Water Conservation.
Hendon said the central theme
of the I5-day workshop will be to
acquaint students with "a wide
realm of conservation activities
411,d to determine how conserwill= can be integrated into
crlassroom experience for eleipentary and secondary school
pupils.*
: Registration for the course is
icheduled for 1 p.m. August 7
fallowing the first class meeting.
!Fend= said prospective students
who have not been enrolled at
the university this year or who
Were not enrolled last summer
should file a readmission form
wath the registrar's office so registration cards will be prepared
in advance.

MSU Has Drop
In Summer
Enrollment
Final enrollment figures for
the summer term at Murray State
University show a decline from
a year ago attributed largely to
the addition of a spring intersession to the academic calendar.
Wilson Gantt, dean of admisSions and registrar, said 3,027
students are enrolled for the
eight-week summer session this
year--compared to 3,311 a year
ago. He explained that the 164
students enrolled in the new
three-week course immediately
at the conclusion of the spring
Semester •undoubtedly had an effect on summer enrollment."
; He said many students took
advantage of the intersession to
earn three hours of credit and
to bypass summer school. Gantt
doted that because of a revised
iehedule students finished intersassion work as early as the
glaring semester has ended in
past years.
:"If students are accommodated
ay the intersession so they can
earn additional credit and still
Oa home in time for a summer
Job, then the intersession is a
Valuable addition to the school
calendar--even if it does cut into
summer enrollment."
Summer classes end August 4
and the summer commencement
exercise is scheduled for 3 p.m.
on that date in the university auditorium. A summer intersession
to bridge the gap between sumnier school and the fall semester,
se longtime tradition on the camits, is scheduled August 7-23.
Flegistratton for the fall semester
begins August 28.
•
INDUSTRY-Governor Ford
announced T rem c o
Manufacturing Co., of
lieveland, Ohio, will build a
FE. million Industrial sealant
pLant at Barbourville. The
facility will employ 100 men
And is scheduled for
completion in 1973.
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JULY 20-21-22

Letters Of Interest

BIBLE MARATHON - Ray Waugh, Jr.,
right, reads from the New Testament in the
final hours of the Bible reading marathon
held in South Fulton, Tenn., Saturday morning. The marathon began at 6 p.m. Friday
and lasted until 12 p.m. Saturday. Waugh is
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SUPER ADULT
ENTERTAINMENT
Under 18 Not Admitted

By BARRY EYSMAN
Sun-Democrat Staff Writer
SOUTH FULTON, Tenn.,
-It takes
aproximately 18 hours to read aloud all of the
books of the New Testament.
This was accomplished with the help of
85 readers here Friday and today under the
auspicies of the Bible Reading Marathon, Inc.
According to tabulations, more than 200 people
attended the reading which was held in the
parking lot next to the Farmer's Exchange
Bank.
According to Gerald Owen, vice president
of the Bible Reading Marathon, Inc., approximately 50 young people stayed there throughout Friday night. The reading began at 6 p.m.
Friday and ended at noon today. There were
no breaks or rest periods. When one reader
finished his verse or chapter, another reader
took over.
The readers ranged in age from 6 to 86.
The reading was held for anyone who cared
to attend and everyone was given a chance to
read a portion of the New Testament. A minister did not preach and the meeting was nondenomipational, according to Owen.
The reading, officially titled the "Twin City

Each day more farmers are
certifying compliance with provisions of the 1972 farm setaside programs for feed grain,
wheat, and cotton, according to
S. E. Holly, Executive Director,
County
Agricultural
Fulton
Stabilization and Conservation
Committee.
Through June 14, some 65
farmers have certified, thus
virtually assuring themselves
of receiving early farm program payments. Program payments will begin nation-wide
on July I, and approximately 75
county farmers are expected to
payment
receive
set-aside
checks during the first week of
July. Some 450 farmers are
participating.
Certification is the method
the farm program agency of the
U. S. Department of Agriculture
uses in order to provide early
payments while at the same time
obtaining assurance of farmer
compliance with program pro-
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Cross and the
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Bible Reading Marathon" was coordinated locally by six committees under the leadership
of the Rev. Gerald Stow, minister of the South
Fulton Baptist Church. The six committees,
under adult advisors, included a reading, promotion, publicity, arrangements, refreshments
and finance committee.
Bible Reading Marathon, Inc. was incorporated May 16 of this year. Ray Waugh Jr., a
native of Brady, Texas, initiated the program
in Mayfield and the first reading marathon was
held in October 1971. At this time, the reading
program was not incorporated.
Waugh, a student at the Mid-Continent Baptist Bible College in Mayfield; Bill Moneyhun,
also a student at the college, and Owen, an
instructor, were instrumental in incorporating
the reading program in this area, Waugh said.
Waugh commented while he was in Texas
and serving as an interim youth director at a
Baptist church, that his father suggested the
Bible reading program. Waugh said it was a
success at the church and felt it would be a
success in Mayfield and the surrounding area.
Waugh said the program began in California
and is now in Illinois, Kentucky, Texas and
Tennessee.

To date, marathon readings
have been held in Mound City,
Mayfield, Princeton and Benton.
Owen said local pastors of each
town have been helpful in setting
up the reading program.
Mr. Stow read the first verse
visions.
of
Matthew at the program here
The farmer first certifies his
and U.S. Rep. Ed Jones of Tenfarm is in compliance,then payment is made to him. Through
nessee read Matthew two. A
random selection some farms in
New Testament was presented
each county are visited and
to South Fulton and to Fulton,
checked for compliance each
Ky.
year by ASCS officials.
Waugh said about 5,000 people
If a farm is found not incomhave attended the reading propliance, the farmer may forfeit
grams in this area since the
some or all of his program
first program in Mayfield in
benefits. If a significant number
October, 1971. He commented
of farms in a county should be
"it
was over a cup of coffee"
found not in compliance, it could
he,
Owen and Moneyhun decidresult in a countywide comed to incorporate and promote
pliance check.
the Bible reading program.
The certification and random
checking procedure is used in
Moneyhun is secretary-treasurer
all States, according to Mr.
of the committee.
Holly, and has proved to iye an
Owen said the American Bible
effective tool for efficient adSociety has shipped on consignministration of all farm proment 3,000 testaments to the
grams. In Kentucky and Fulton
group for free distribution to
County, to be eligible for payanyone who would like one. The
ment, final certification must be
testament is under the heading
filed by July IS.
"Good News for Modern Man"
which is a modem-day translation of the scriptures. More than
5,000 testaments have been distributed since the first Mayfield
meeting, Owen said.
The public Bible reading proFarm workers and their em- gram is free, but
accepts freeployers can now obtain copies of will
donations to pay for the
the U. S. Department of Labor's
testaments,
Owen
said.
updated bulletin of interprePrograms are scheduled for
tations involving the Fair Labor
Standards Act as it relates to ag- July 21 through 22 in Mayfield;
riculture. Titled Part 780, the August 4-5 in Murray and Augpublication deals with exemptions ust 25, 26 in Knoxville. At a
applicable to agriculture, pro- program July 26-29 in Brady,
cessing of agricultural commodi- the entire Bible will be read
ties and related subjects under aloud, Waugh noted. He said as
the Act.
far as he knows this will be the
Copies of the bulletin are avai- first time an entire Bible will
lable in the Wage and Hour Div- be publicly read aloud.
ision area office located at 16'7
Main Street, Memphis, Tennessee 38103; telephone 534-3418.
Britain exported $59 million
worth of antiques last year, five
million dollars more than in
Around
machinery, loose
1970; most went to the U.S.
clothing means trouble!

ASCS Announces Increase In
In Farm Rate Certification

The Frogs
- AND —
The Spider
-••

the president of "Bible Reading Marathon,
Inc." Gerald Owen is vice-president and Bill
Moneyhun is secretary-treasurer. All three
met through the Mid-Continent Baptist Bible
College in Mayfield and promote and sponsor Bible readings throughout the area.

85 In South Fulton Read
New Testament In 18 Hours

TUES. - WED. - THURS.
JULY 18. 19- 20
DOUBLE FEATURE
.$AMES TAYLOR WARREN OATES
LAURIE &RD DENNIS WILSON
isawasai scram • noesicoor NCO

American National Red Cross
National Headquarters
Washington, D. C. 20006

United Service
Organizations Inc.
5050 Poplar Avenue,
White Station Tower
Memphis, Tennessee 3811'7

Godzilla vs. The
Smog Moster

Farmers May Get
Labor's Bulletin

Dear Mr. Westpheling
general
ranking
high
A
recently said, "Never in my experience has public respect for
the uniform been lower. Many a
soldier takes off his uniform
whenever possible before appearing in front of his civilian
fellow-citizens to avoid ridicule."
When the morale of so many
servicemen has fallen to where
it is today, it is because many
people have failed to recognize
the servicemen's need for dignity, self-respect and acceptance
as a fellow human being.
The USO not only gives him
the dignity of recognition, it also
gives him a choice of conduct, but
it can't continue to do so unless
everyone helps by turning the
tide.
For the first time, the USO is
asking residents of Fulton County
to help. I have been appointed
County Chairman of a drive which
will help support this worthy organization. There are still nearly
120 men and women from Fulton
County in the military...it is for
them we ask assistance.
There is no USO. .Unless
you help.
Sincerely,
Roger Kpehart
Fulton County USO Chairman
Dear Jo,
Even if only in the midst of
many loud distractions, and in
a thoroughly awkward pose on
my part, it was nice indeed to
see you Saturday in Frankfort,
and lam grateful for the glimpse
of you, albeit I wish it had not
been so hasty.
I congratulate you, and even
more our Party, on your reelection to the State Committee, which will be greatly enriched thereby in ability and
perception, and on your having
been made a part--an invaluable
part--of the delegation to Miami
Beach. It is always encouraging
to see the Democracy make
use of its best.
I know you will fly the flag
beautifully in Miami, and
wish I could see it. It is too
bad, from my standpoint, that
I cannot look forward to visiting
with you at State Committee
meetings, but I shall hope for
the felicity of other opportunities.
With my every best wish,
as always,
Most sincerely,
Wallace J. Williamsotalll
Ashland, Kentucky

Miss Heithcock
Is Feted With
June Gift Tea
A tea was given at the First
Baptist Church June 24 from
2 p.m. to 4 p.m., honoring Carol
Heithcock. Hostesses for the
occasion were as follows. Mrs.
Raymond Lynch, Mrs. Ralph
Smith, Mrs. Paul Blaylock,
Mrs. Jim Hodges, Mrs. Elmer
Linker, Mrs. James Green and
Mrs. Mick Sanders.
The hostesses presented the
honoree a corsage of white carnations entwined in pink and
white net tied with pink and white
ribbon. The hostess gift was a
Corningware coffee pot.
The parlor was accented with
roses arranged in cut glass
bowls.
Mrs. Raymond Lynch served
at the register while Mrs. Jim
Hodges greeted the guests at the
door.
Mrs. James Green, Mrs. Paul
Blaylock, Mrs. Mick Sanders
and Mrs. Elmer Linker greeted
the guests after they arrived
and were served.
Mrs. Ralph Smith served pink
punch from the cut glass punch
bowl.
From the tea table the guests
were served nuts, dainty pink
mints, cookies and pink punch.
About 75 guests called durin!
the two hours.

Undefeated

At 10:30 Saturday morning,
the Lions Club sponsored parade
will be held throughout downtown
featuring professional and nonprofessional floats, high school
bands and drill corps. J. Ward
Johnson is the parade marshal.
Immediately following the parade, the barbecue and free oneton banana pudding will be served
to thousands at the Kitty League
Park.
A program on Saturday afternoon is indefinite at present but
will be sponsored by the local
Jaycees.
Jim Ed Brown and Bob Luman
will be the featured entertainers
at the Country Western Show on
Saturday night, according to
chairman Wyatt Cunningham.
Continuing the festive spirit
til Sunday, another feature of the
Festival is the Country Western
Horse Show on Sunday sponsored
by the YMBC. They are now accepting entries for the show that
will be at the Kitty League Park.
Each night of the Festival following the scheduled night's program, there will be dances held
for adults and students.
The Marimba band will play for

he adults' dance at the Holiday
Inn. Different rock bands will play
for the students, Briar-Patch
Park.
dsuice at the Kitty League
During the days of the Festival
confree
will
be
owntown, there
certs and frequent money giveMerchants and
aways. The Retail
will give
the Banana Festival
away $1000 in different amounts
to the holders of the winning numbers. Tickets will be available
from the merchants.
The souvenir booklet is now
being processed and will be ready
for distribution by the first of
August--the books are free and
will give complete information of
the Festival and its history.
Also, souvenir buttons will
soon be available with the inscriptions of "Go Bananas' on
them!
As it is quite evident, the Banana Festival is going to be a
SUPER affair and one that you
won't want to miss! All tickets,
entry blanks, and additional information is available at the InFestival
Banana
ternational
Headquarters, Main Street, Fulton, Kentucky. The phone number
is 472-2975. Call them or go by
for a visit-be sure to get a good
head start on 'going bananas'!

CLASSIFIED ADS
DX Service Station for rent.
Union city on busy corner.
Write to 792 Hassell Road,
Jackson, Tennessee stating
qualifications.
WANTED: A woman companion for elderly woman to
live In house in Fulton near
tiwn and churches. Room,
board, and salary. Send name
and address to Box A, Fulton
County News, Fulton, Kentucky, 42011.

Sincerely,
E. Roland Harriman

Next Week
Is Named
Safety Week
Nixon has proPresident
claimed the week of July 25,1972,
as National Farm Safety Week.
This year, the National Farm
Safety Week and USDA's farm
safety campaign will direct special attention to the reduction
of accidents through the use of
protective items of clothing and
equipment on hazardous farm
operations.
"Many accidents can be prevented,' the President observes,
"by eliminating hazards and using
protective equipment at work, by
defensive driving, and by general
Safe _practices at home and during
recreation.*
Secretary Butz has called on
all USDA employees to make farm
safety a meaningful cause.

140 Broadway, Smith Fulton
Phone 471-10114
-.Armstrong Inlaid Linoleum
-Vinyl and Tile
-Downs and McGee Carpeting
-Upholstering, Modern and
Antique
-Viking Kitchen Carpeting

,
Planned Pridodial
See us ttat • —
.7rotet bourns°, Need*

RIEA
Fulton 02.1341

DIPLOMAT
Doubleknits
for any occasion

Sheer luxury in a carefree holiday mood!
Luxurious rooms, apartments. Tennis,
... charter fishing
shuffleboard ... golf.
boats withiteheagcuhidaetstr.ac
.t.ioanisl thetfabulous

Haggar doubleknits! Whether kneeling
for a putt or sitting in the clubhouse,
you hardly know you are wearing
slacks. 100% Fortrel polyester double—
knit fashioned as only Haggar can with
wide belt loops and a gentleman's
flare that's ready to wear. Machine
washable and dryable.

Only 65 miles
WORLD, when. Heated Swimming Pool • Color TV
you vacation .• 100% air-conditioned, heated
at DIPLOMAT
• Radio - Fiji -Room phones
BEACH
Ample free parking at your door
morhad
• Coffee Shop, Cocktail Lounge
• Rooms, Apartments, Efficiencies
Phone:
2532527

r-77,7r.
Diplomat Beach Resort Motel

'
coler brochure and Information write:

700 North Atlantic Ave.
DAYTONA BEAM FLORIDA 32020
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Sponsored by:
STARTS TUES., JULY 25

plated.
The Governor's Reception will
be held at 5.30 p.m. on Fricia"
This fiesta will honor the dignitInes and their hosts at the Fulton Country Club.
At 7:90 p.m. on Friday, August
18, the big name talent concert
will be presented in the airconditioned Fulton City High
School. This year's celebrity is
Peter Nero, famous concert pianist who's new album includes
such hits as "The Theme From
The Godfather," and "The First
Time Ever I Saw Your Face.*
He will be accompanied by his
trio combo. Tickets will be available in advance at the Chamber
of Commerce office.

Get more of the

TRAP SHOOT
— Prizes To Be Won
— Trophey To Be Awarded
1.Mile East of Cayce. Ky. on Highway 94

Dear Editor:
During the past two weeks,
American readers and listeners
have been getting double helpings of human tragedy with
breakfast and dinner as rapid
media communication has =folded the story of South Dakota, the Florida Beach and
catastrophic flooding last week
in twelve heavily populated
states.
Some of us lucky enough to be
outside the sweep of nature's
capriciousness are numbed rather than motivated by the pleas
for help and offers of assistance
that have been the daily fare,
one other earnest cry for help
from Red Cross is in danger of
being submerged inthe millions
of words printed and broadcast.
The Red Cross message is
this: shorn of all flummery and
hocus pocus, the financial well
has run dry. It ran dry with the
opening hours of South Dakota
agony, and we're now facing
an expenditure of many dollars
in the affected twelve states.
The disaster budget is exhausted--has been exhausted
for weeks--even though we're
hanging on grimly through the
generosity of Americans who
are making contributions to
our disaster relief fund campaign.
As Red Cross Volunteer
Chairman, I wish I knew where
nature will lead us during the
months to come. Pm certain of
this: help for flood victims in
all portions of the country will
cost huge sums which we don't
have.
I'm convinced about something else too--the generosity
of news media in helping us
get unvarnished word out if
they know the need is real.
Believe me, my friends, as I
examine our disaster financial
picture-it's not only real-it's desperate.

BANANA FESTIVAL
Continued From Page One
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Homer Zopf
Homer Zopf, 79, died at 1:90
p.m. Thursday, July 19, at the
Fulton Hospital.
Born in Buffalo, New York,
November 16, 1892, he was a
FORTed Armour Packing Company Sales Supervisor. He also
served as head of the Department of Commerce,in washingac, for ten years because
of his experience received during travels over the world for
the Armour Company. He was
a member of the Unitarian
Church in Washington.
Survivors include his wife,
Mrs. Dixie Williams Zopf, Fulton; two nieces, Mrs. Walter
Haase, Dukedom and Mrs.Jimmy ?Allem of Jonesboro, Arkansas; several cousins In Buffalo,
New York.
Services were held at 2:00
p.m. Saturday, July 15, at the
Jackson Funeral Home in Dukedom, Tennessee, with Brother
Harry Owens officiating. Interment was in Oak Grove Cemetery.

Thomas B.Prather
Thomas Richard 'Jack'Prather, 56, farmer of the State
Line community, died about 3:15
p.m. Saturday, July 15, in the
Baptist Memorial Hospital in
Memphis where he had been a
patient for one day. He had been
ill for over a year.
Born October 24,1915, in Fulton County, Kentucky, he was the
son of Mrs. Lela Honeycutt Prather of Woodland Mills and the
late Bret Hart Prather.He spent
most of his life in the State Line
community and was a member of
Grove Baptist
the Poplar
Church.
Besides his mother, he leaves
his wife, Mrs. Kathleen Hampton Prather, three sons, Phillip Prather, Pasco, Washington,
Samuel B. Prather, Marshall,
Illinois and Carl T. Prather,
Union City, twodaughters, Mrs.
Robert T. Johnson, Lebanon and
Mrs. Bob Carpenter, Memphis;
five brothers, Winston Prather,
Evansville, Indiana, John M.
Prather, Bret Hart Prather,
James Prather and Roy C. Prather, all of Woodland Mills;four
sisters, Mrs. Sid Comm and
Mrs. Jimmy Caruthers, both
of Union City, and Mrs. Jo Ann
Isbell and Mrs. M. C. Roper,
both of Woodland Mills, four
grandchildren.
Services were held at 10 a.m.
Tuesday, July 18, in the WhiteRanson Funeral Home Memorial Chapel, with the Rev.
It. B. Owens and the Rev. Joe.
Barber officiating. Interment
was in °Woo County Memorial
Gardens.
Pallbearers were W. T.
Hampton, R. C. Moore, H. T.
McDaniel, Tom Lattus, Gilbert
Bowlin and Leonard Pruett.

Alexander R.Inman
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Mrs. Hinman Westbrook
Friday night July 21 at 7:30
p.m. a worship singing will be
held at Good Springs. Quoted
from Sunday's bulletin We are
depending on every member of
our church to come and be a
part of this night that has been
set aside to worship God in the
songs of our faith. There will be
singers from other places
joining with us on this occasion.
We call Friday night•Hallelujah
Night'. The program will not
be one that is prepared In advance, as we hope that God in
his Spirit will have the program planned for us.'
Revival services begin on
Sunday and will continue through
Friday each evening at 7:30 p.m.
Rev. James Lawson will be the
visiting preacher assisting the
pastor Rev. Oren Stover. An
Invitation is extended to all.
Jane Williamson is improving
at her home and is able to be
up part of the time.
Mr. and Mrs. Eulas Bailey
have bought the Leon Boulton
place and will make it their
home. Mrs. Bailey is the former Katherine Sherron and this
will be coming back home for
her.
Mr. and Mrs. Maynard Wiedenbach and two children of California are visiting with parents
Mr. and Mrs. Durell McCall
and family.
Mr. and Mrs. Ray Bruce and
children are moving from Union
City to Paris where Ray will be
employed with Mayflower Moving Company.
Mr. Lewis Cole is in a hospital at Nashville and is slightly
improved at last reports.

My vote would be to make you
a !Ong,
I've never seen a prettieithing.
You seem to till our hearts with
glee
As you fly by for us to see.
So keep flying up there in the
sky,
I'll always be looking for you to
go by.
In winter we miss hearing you
sing,
It's soon forgotten when you are
back in the spring.

I wonder if you know how much
you are blessed,
For you don't have to worry how
THE RED BIRD
you are dressed.
Pretty little red bird high in You are so pretty you have nothe sky,
thing to hide,
I think I envy you as you fly So keep cc flying with your wings
by,
spread wide.
You are so graceful as you go
on wing,
And light in the tree and beau- PESTICIDES—E. Edsel Moore,
acting director of the state
tifully sing.
Health Department's pesticide
Your feathers are so shiny and program, says recent tests
bright,
show the amounts of pesticide
As you go by on wings so lite. residue in the bodies of
With your wings spread wide
Kentuckians has decreased and
and top knot on your head.
Your coat so shiny with yellow now is below the national
average.
and red.

Renovation, Expansion Started
In Historical Society Office
earlier capitols, this Greek
Revival building was the first
public structure designed by
FRANKFORT. Ky — As Kentucky's noted architect,
state agencies begin moving Gideon Shryock.
It now contains the offices,
into the nev.
apical Plaza
office building. the Kentucky museum and library of the
Historical Society's restoration Kentucky Historical Society
Gov. Wendell Ford set aside
and renovation, respectively,
of the Old State House and its $2 million in his budget for
Annex are shifting into high restoration or renovation of
both historic buildings, and in
gear.
Assoon as the departments of addition, the U.S. Department
Insurance and Aeronautics and of Interior awarded a
the Public Service Commission $110,000 grant for work on
vacate the Annex, work will the two structures.
Col. George M. Chinn,
begin on modernizing it for
housing the Historical Historical Society director,
Society's offices and its explains that the society's
70,000-volume library, which executive committee is
will include an expanded finalizing arrangements for the
long-awaited move
microfilm section.
The Old State House,
He said the society's offices
dating from 1830, is also will have to relocate
scheduled for a face lift. Built temporarily, until 'certain
over the ashes of two stages of the refurbishing are
By Lois Campbell
State News Bureau

completed. Museum
memorabilia will be labeled
and stored
Once the offices and library
move,
workers will start
painting and plastering in t‘e
two buildings. Central heating,
air conditioning, and new
plumbing and lighting also will
be installed.
Chinn said the departure of
state agencies from the Annex
will allow for expansion of the
society's museum and permit
some items now "stuffed in
corners" to be placed on
display. He also indicated the

museum might be split in two.
Under that plan, certain
items with special relevance to
Kentucky's political history
will remain in the Old State
House to make up a new
political museum. The
executive offices also will
remain there.
Historical items would be
placed in a general museum on
the first floor of the Annex,
publications, highway markers'
and photo-reproduction .
offices would go on the second
floor and the library on the _
third.

Greenfield Monument Works
— In Operation

Years

• Large Display •
• Well Lighted At Night •
• Open Sunday Afternoons
W. D. Powers

Greenfield
Phone 233-22113

Fulton
Phone 472-1453

J. B. MANESS & SONS
Greenfield, Tenn.

•CAYCE NEWS
Mn. J. W. Ammons
Joe Albert Scearce and family of Evansville, Indiana, spent
the week with his mother, Mrs.
May me Scearce. With them Friday evening to enjoy a picnic
were: Mrs. Billy Fleming of
St. Louis, Tommy Scearce and
family of Fulton, Elmer L111ker, Jr., and family of Fulton,
Mr. and Mrs. Willie Shelton of
Crutchfield, Mr. and Mrs,Billy
Linker and son, Joe Fred
Liliker and family, Mr. and
Mrs. Elmer Linker, Sr., Mr.
and Mrs. Louis Scearce and
Mrs. Effie Roper.
Mrs. Glen Covington returned
home from Memphis Friday.
Mr. and Mrs. Bob Carr of
Delphus, Ohio, are visiting her
sister, Mrs. Keithly Cruce and
family.
Rev. Tommy Perkins visited
with friends on Friday. He is a
former Baptist minister.
Mr, and Mrs. Eugene Cruce of
Wyandotte, Michigan, have returned home after visiting his
mother, Mrs. Lurlene Cruce,
and Keithly Cruce and family.
Mr, and Mrs. Murrill Dean
and children of Memphis spent
the weekend with Mr. and Mrs.
Simon Ferguson.
We are glad Pete Roper got
a good report on his physical
check-up in Memphis this week.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Harrison of Cayce spent last Sunday with Mr. and Mrs. C. Henderson, of Hardin, Kentucky,
Mr. and Mrs. John K. Cruce
attended the reunion of the students that attended school at
Jordan and reported a good time
at Reelfoot Lake Sunday. About
80 were there.
The members of the Methodist Church are getting ready
for their barbecue supper that
will be Wednesday night, July
26. Mr. and Mrs. Larry tardner have returned from a
week's vacation in Georgia and
In Florida.
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Sloan
visited relatives in Memphis
this weekend.
Mr. and Mrs. Charlie Sloan
were in Brownsville, Tennessee, last Tuesday to visit Rev.
and Mrs. John Britt.

Alexander
Homer Inman,
Hickman, died at 5 p.m.Sunday,
July 16, at the °Mon County General Hospital in Union City. He
was 64.
Born on September 9, 1907,
a native of Obion County, Tennessee, he was the son of the
late Cora DeMyer and Marvin
Inman. He was a sales engineer
for the General Electric Company In Indianapolis, Indiana
prior to his moving to this
area four years ago.
A member of the Mt. Manuel Methodist Church and of
Southgate Lodge No. 731, of
Ft. Wayne, Indiana, he was also
a member of the Fulton County
Sportsman's Club and held the
Silver
Beaver
award in
Scouting.
Survivors include his wife,
Mrs, Lois Chapmaad Inman,two
sons, Kenneth Inman, Galesburg, Illinois and Gene Inman,
Fulton, three grandchildren,
Therese Inman, Galesburg and
Craig and Nesha Inman, Fulton.
• ROUTE THREE
Services were held at 2 p.m.
Williams
Tuesday, July 18, at the Hornbeak Funeral Home Chapel with
interment in Union Cemetery.
We had a real good rain
Pallbearers
were Harry
section of the
Claffey, Ross Miller, John through this
growing in
Leak, C. W. Mitchell, Milton country and things
look real
gardens
and
fields
the
Exum and Larry Hornbeak.
good.
Mr. and Mrs. Sam Winstead
of Arkansas spent the weekend
with his parents Mr. and Mrs.
Mrs. Katie Osthoff, 80, resi- Pete Winstead and family.
Mr. Elmer Nevil is building
dent of Fulton for 50 Years and
widow of George Osthoff, died a small room on the back ofthe
Thursday night, July 13, at the store and will have Tennessee
Fulton Hospital following an ex- River fish for sale there and
invites all you people around to
tended illness.
Born in Ballard County, Ken- drop by and visit them in their
tucky on February 1, 1892, she new place of business. They
was the daughter of the late bought the N.C. Dalton Grocery.
Mr. and Mrs. Keith Emily
Sarah Jane Jones and Milton
Bryn. An employee of the Haws are enjoying their grandHospital for eight years, she children from Missouri that are
was a member ofthe First Bap- visiting with them.
Word has been received here
tist Church.
Survivors include five nieces, that Elmer Cannon remains
including Miss Sarah Collins, about the same in the Paris
Hospital.
Fulton; four nephews.
The revival is going on at
Four sisters, Miss Lou Bryn,
Mrs. Lela Collins, Mrs. Sallie Sandy Branch Primative BapCraig and Cattle Evans, and one tist Church with Elder Besbrother, Jerry Bryn all preced- hears doing the preaching and
large crowds attending.
ed her in death.
The homecoming was called
Services were held at 2 p.m.
Saturday, July 15, at the Horn- off there Sunday due to the raln.
This community was sadbeak Funeral Chapel with the
Rev. Charles Jobe officiating. dened Friday to hear ofthe death
Interment was in Greenlee of Mr. Homer Zopf. Our sympathy goes to Mrs. Dixie, his
Cemetery.
Pallbearers were Joe Dill- wife, in her hours of grief. He
dine, Tom Dilldtne, Joe Bryn shall be greatly missed by all
Evans, Pete Green, Don Mann who knew him.
Elder Fuller. from Jackson,
and Leon Mann.

Mrs. Kale Osthoff

ling
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•GOOD SPILING6

Tennessee, filled Elder Larimers place at Old Bethel last
Sunday morning.
Mrs. Luple Haley had Mr.
and Mrs. Gene Long, Mr. and
Mrs. Everett Williams and her
brother Tom Laswell for dinner Sunday evening. All enjoyed
the eats and being together.
Mr. and Mrs. Long are leaving
this morning (Monday) for St.
Louis, Missouri to spend& couple days with her sister, Mrs.
Mautez Frields, and husband
there.
News is scarce so I will
send a poem.

i
It

From the Famous Painting by Beale-Showing
lose. Receiving the Tablets which bore the
Ten <:ommandmetits.

m.111.0.1

Inspiration
A

ND the Heavens thundered and were cleaved apart,
and there was given unto Moses the Ten Commandments of the Lord. Generations have learnt the wisdom
of their teachings, passing on from father to son the
precepts of His Holy words. Let us revere them in these
days of mamoth structures and mammoth enterprises,
even as they were revered by those who were so blessed
as to see the miracle of their bestowal upon the Earth.
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This feature is sponsored by the following public-spirited firms. The nicest way to thank them is to patronise them.

M & B

Gulf Station

Liberty Super Markel
See* Petten, Tennessee

Hickinan-Fulton R. E C. C.
"Live softr aktetttellite"
letekteteet, Ky.

Mambo& Funeral Home
SS Carr Street
Pelts.. Ky.
472-1412

Tiros, Batteries, Accessories
4724014
Kentucky Ave. at Read

The Citizen's

Bank

Make "or bank your bank
231-24S5

Kirkman, Ky.

Turner's Pure Milk Co.
At the Store—or at your pope
Fulton, Ky.
472-3311

E. W. James and
Hickman

Sons

SUPERMARKETS
South Fulton
Union CHI,

Fulton
Coca-Cola Bottling
Kentucky Ave.

Fuller,

Talton Electric Braes
robot. Kadvisky
4,14811
SS Male Wort

lemplimosate
Co.. Inc.
472.1471

Henry I. Siegal Company, Ise.
Fulton and South Fulton
• Good plaice to werk
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Pharmaceutical
Association To
Meet Sunday

Bicycle Enthusiasts On The Go—Even In The Rain

By Carol Major
A non-suspecting Hickman
Courier reporter was called
Tuesday morning as she lazed
around her home preparing for
another endless day of pounding
at the typewriter. The voice she
heard informed her that a group
of bicycle enthusiasts were pediling west on Highway 94 on
their way to New Orleans.
flaying chosen appropriate
clothes for the occasion, the
oldest blue Jeans and tee shirt
she could find, she pulled on a
rain hat and ran out the front

MSU Seeks
FundsFor
Scholarship
A campaign has been launched
by the Murray State University
Agricultural Alumni Club to raise
funds with which to establish a
perpetual scholarship in memory
of the late A. Carman, for 23
years chairman of the Department of Agriculture at. the
university.
Mr. Carman, who retired in
1959, was killed instantly January
19 when struck by an automobile
while crossing a street near the
campus on his way home after
attending a basketball game at
the Murray Sports Arena. He was
82.
will be
scholarship
'The
awarded," said Dan Shipley, Murray, president of the alumni
group, 'when the fund, when invested, is sufficient to provide
one or more annual scholarships
of a minimum of $200 from the
interest earned."
The scholarship, Shipley said,
will be offered to stadents already studying agriculture at
Murray State as well as to high
school seniors planning to attend the university.
Contributions may be mailed to
Wayne Williams, the club treasurer. His address is School of
Education, Murray State University, Murray , Kentucky, 42071.
Checks should be made payable
to the A. Carman MSU AgriAlumni Scholarship
cultural
Fund.

door through a torrent of rain
to her car.
As she readily found the
traveling twenty-one, she was
unable to slow their pace as
they whizzed by her in the Opdirection, seemingly
posite
overjoyed by the monotony
breaking downpour.
She decided that instead of
risking the loss of the phantom
bicyclists who had already disappeared around a bend in the
road, she made not only an
illegal but haphazard attempt
at a U-turn, only to land in a
soggy ditch.
Her first passer-by, kindly
backed up and gave her passenger a lift to the nearest farm
shop where coincidentally, her
husband works. Not five minutes later, a pick-up truck had
come to her rescue and she was
on her way down 94 in pursuit
hot news story.
of her red
As she approached the now
halted troupe, she was informed
by one of the leaders that thee
had just experienced another
calamity as one of her fellow
peddlers had slid off the road
as she attempted to challenge
the carpet of rain.
The riders were Junior high
school classmates from Berea,
Ohio, a suburb of Cleveland.
Ranging from 12 to 15 years of
age, they had practiced all
spring for their voyage by entering various cross-country
competitions. Each rider had
a small pack on his ten-speed
Schwinn bicycle which carried
necessities.
Of the 21 in number, there
were somewhere near twelve
six boys and three
girls,

Vocational
SchoolTo Be
Constructed

The Fulton County Vocational
School is underway! Harold
Garrison, superintendent of
schools, stated that formal bidding opened Monday, July 10,
with seven general contractors
offering bids. The Charles E.
Story Construction Company of
Wickliffe, Kentucky was the
successful bidder.
Thursday, after
the bid
opening, a pre-construction
OUTSTANDNG BANKER
meeting was held in Garrison's
office with Monday, July 17, the
Lonnie W. Duncan, Assistant stated date for the start of opVice president of City National eration. The contract also inBank, recently received a cludes that construction be
plaque for his outstanding work completed within 320 days which
at the Kentucky School of Bank- will terminate July 12, 1973.
ing in Lexington, Kentucky. In Therefore, by fall of I973, the
his class of 155 bankers, Dun- school should be ready for clascan made all A's.
ses and activities to begin.

leaders. The group had departed
from St. Louis, Missouri on
June 17 with aspirations of averaging 50 miles a day, following the Mississippi River
and arriving in New Orleans
by July 17. From there, they
will fly home, shipping their
bikes.
For Mrs. Peg Johnston, it
was her fourth consecutive
summer school course in substitution for geology, history
and physical education, all of
which they expect plenty of on
their travels.
evening, the group
Each
boards in a church of their
nightly destination, which provides them with dinner and
breakfast. For lunch, they patronize local eating places. Monday night they sojourned in Clin-

ton and Tuesday night they bedded in Tiptonville.
The rain-soaked but smiling
faces seemed to denote that
special sign of anxiousness,
anticipation and pride as they
related some of their more
humorous spills and thrills.
They responded with relief when
the now rain-soaked reporter
informed them of Hickman's
population (which in comparison
to recent itinerary spots was
quite a metropolis) and as she
told them that the road to Tintonville was the uphill climb it
had been rumored.
Having finally achieved her
deceivingly simple purpose of
the morning, our reporter drove
home for a thorough drying out
before reporting her adventures
to her cohorts.

The Kentucky Pharmaceutical
Association's 95th annual meeting will begin Sunday, July 23
and adjourn Wednesday, July 26.
Headquarters for the meeting
will be at the Holiday Inn, Paducah, Kentucky.
Lieutenant Governor Julian
Carroll, a native of Paducah,
will be the featured speaker. The
lieutenant governor will address
the convention Tuesday evening,
July 25.
The Ladies' Auxiliary will have
a variety of activities for the
wives, including a golf tournament on Tuesday and a luncheon on Tuesday and Wednesday.
They will also have a tour of
the Paducah Museum and Antique Apothecary Tuesday and a
business meeting Wednesday.
will begin at
Registration
5 p.m. Sunday, at the Holiday Inn,
at 9 p.m.
"mixer"
a
by
followed

Hunting Seasons For
Migratory Birds Given
through January 19, and the correct season for Wilson snipe Is
Noverber 16 through January 19.
In the earlier release, both seasons were listed as closing on
January 20.
The limit on woodcock is 5 daily
end 10 in possession after two or
more days of hunting. The limit
on Wilson SMIN is 8 daily and 16
in possession.
Other migratory bird seasons
and limits are
Rails--November 16 through
January 15, limits 25 daily and
25 in possession, gallinules-November 16 through January 15,
15 daily and 30 in possession.
Seasons for all migratory birds
are set by the Fish and Wildlife agency within a framework
submitted by the U. S. Department of Interior, Bureau ofSport
Fisheries and Wildlife, and complete information concerning the
regulations governing such Misting is available from the Department of Fish and Wildlife
in Frankfort.

The hunting seasons on two
migratory birds were incorrectly
listed an a release dated July 7,
according to Fish and Wildlife
Commissioner Arnold Mitchell.
The correct open season for
woodcock is from November 16

NAPPY BIDTRDAY
The News takes pleasure in
wishing the following friends
'Happy Birthday':
Keith Holloway, Mrs. Flynn
Powell, Mike Reed, July 20, Mary
Vaughn, Linda Sugg Gilbert, Mrs.
Harold
Henderson, Jr., Dee
Fields, July 21, Mrs. Walter
Evans, Jennifer Haddad, Jason
Yates, July 22, Debbie Cantrell,
Mrs. Milton Counce, Mike Vincent, Mrs. Orin Walker, July 33,
Shirley Hicks Halley, July 24,
Patricia Holloday, July 25, Eugene Bard, Jennifer Moss, July
26.

Fulton County Statistics
Given By Commerce Census
The U.S. Department of Cornmerce recently released the
following statistics following
their 1970 cencus survey that
are relevant to residents of Fulton County.
Average family income was
$5,546 in Fulton County, Kentucky in 1969, compared with
$7,441 for the entire State. Per
capita income for the county
amounted to $1,882.
The 1970 census counted 10,183 residents in the county; 0.1
percent were foreign born and
0.4 percent native born with one
or both parents offoreign birth.
Among the county's 9,367 inhabitants age 5 and over in 1970,
449 were living in a different
county within the State in 1965,
and 891 in a different State.
In the population age 16 and
over, 68 percent of the men and
36 percent of the women were

in the labor force. Among the
employed, 3 3 percent were
holding white collar Jobs, and
11 percent were government
workers.
About 39 percent of the married women with husband present were in the labor force,
and 33 percent of these wives
had children under six.
There were 2,178 persons
3 to 34 years old enrolled in
school. In the 25-and-older population, 35 percent of the men
and 40 percent of the women
were high school graduates.
Copies of the report"General
Social and Economic Characteristics, Kentucky,'PC(1)-19C,
are available for $2.75 each
from the Superintendent of DocU. S. Government
uments,
Printing Office, Washington,
D. C. 20402, or from U S.
Department of Commerce field
offices located in major cities.
I
.

HOSPITAL NEWS
The following persons were
patients in Fulton's hospitals on
Wednesday, July 19:
HILL VIEW
Ronnie and Ricky Blinco,
Hickman; Caroline Lee, Union
City; Joycle Morris, Clinton;
Rita Wann, Wingo; Kay Walker,
Dukedom; Mary Ward, South
Fulton; Cecil Wilkins, Thomas
Exum, Billy Vanhoy, Sarah Andrews, Mary Adelle Ferguson,
Fulton.
F ULTON
Burnie Barnes, Water Valley;
Ralph Bostick, Thelma Clark,
Clinton; Fred Evans, Union
Grisson, John
Leon
City;
Olen Taylor, Wingo;
Neely,
Juanita Hawks, Dukedom; Mary
Ann Jones, Lisa King, Hickman;
Verne Nichols, Crutchfield;
Gwen Harrison, Nancy Kendall,
Lessie King, Patricia Rose,
South Fulton; Annie Lee Baird,
Nell Bowdin, Lester Brown,
Louie King, Richard McNeely,
Carla Moreland, Zinkie Poyner, Mary Sensing, Love Williams, Harry Tucker.

Agricultural
Improvements
At State Fair
The Kentucky State Fair
Board announced recently that
five new or additional features
have been included in the Agricultural catalog that will be
mailed out to exhibitors within
the next several weeks.
Among the changes is a
$6,000.00 increase in premium
money in the Tobacco Department, and the establishment by
the American Polled Hereford
Association of a Standard of
Perfection Show at the Kentucky State Fair. Two classes
have been added to the Sheep
section and a class for Crossbred Steers has been created
for the Steer Show.
With the increase, the total
prize money for Tobacco is
over 810,000.00. The Kentucky
State Fair will furnish more
than $8,000 and the remainder
will come from various tabacco
companies and associations.
The Standard of Perfection
Show, with composite judging,
will be one of two shows conducted by the American Polled
Hereford Association in the
United States this year. The
total purse has also been enlarged to $10,000.
The expanded sheep show will
have an On-Foot-Carcass Wether Class for wethers born
after February I, 1972, and a
ladies lead class. The latter
will be judged on the entrant's
wool garment, poise and appearance, and her control and
presentation of animal.
The Crossbred Steer Class
is open to any entry not eligible
for the five breeds that were
shown prior to this year.
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News From Our

KAREN'S KOLUMN
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 2
not, stubborn as mules. However, as great women of history have proved time after time, a
women does not have to forfeit her femininity to prove herself an ablt competitor in what
is often termed "a man's world."

Boys In The

SERVICE
Navy Petty Officer First Class
Phillip R. O'Neal, son of Mr.Burnard O'Neal of 205 S. Washington
Street, Clinton, Kentucky, visited
Malaga, Spain, aboard the aircraft carrier USS John F. Kennedy.
His ship's six-day stay in the
southern Spanish coastal town
marked the first time an aircraft carrier had visited there.

Take a good look men. You might find
that a woman can offer more competition
than you are ready for. And above all, don't
look down on a woman. After all, she might
just someday have your job!

(From current readings and
rimer& of Jim Hale, South
Fulton.)

For the past 6 years, The Fulton SHOPPER has been

Date High Low

and we Keep on TRYING HARDER because we're proud of
that position!
• Expert ad layouts, the size you order. We try to keep you
within your advertising budget.
• Careful attention to every detail in your ad.
(We hate mistakes)
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yours exclusively at The News and The Shopper.
• Constant and dependable servicing of our accounts.
• 100% mail saturation of the Fulton trade area, each week
... you can't sell 'em if you don't tell 'em!
• An ad that is pleasing to the firm, pleasing to the reader,
and geared for maximum sales response! Shouldn't ALL.
advertising (especially yours) be that way?
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Do you see how easily we fit together?
As if God's own hand had cradled only us
And this beach town's population were but
two.
And this wide bed were but a child's cradle
With room enough left over for presents.
Tomorrow I'll buy you a present,
Pomegranates and bread sticks,
Tickets 'round the room and back,
And red, red roses like everybody buys
everybody.
Everybody's got a diamond ring and Sunday
,
Neckties and petticoats, pistols and tennis
balls.
Everybody gets a sandwich sometimes,
And a piece of cake, and ice cream, too, if
they're nice.
And we've got us...
I found a ten dollar bill once when I was
maybe ten.
I bought a cardboard circus and a fountain
pen,
jackknife, because I'd never had one
And
before.
My mother thought I'd stolen the money,
But she checked around and she believed me
when I brought her perfume from the
dimestore.
I was rich in those days . . .
For a week I had everything . . .
I wish I had known you then.

USS CHARLES F. ADAMS-Navy Petty Officer Third Class
Robert J. Thomas, son of Mr.
and Mrs. James R. Thomas of
318 Exchange Street, Hickman,
Kentucky has completed special
operations with the Sixth Fleet
in the Mediterranean aboard the
guided missile destroyer USS
Charles F. Adams.
His ship, which is part of the
North Atlantic Treaty Organization's Standing Naval Force,
visited Turkey, Greece, Italy
and Portugal.
He is a former student of
Fulton County High School in
Hickman.
USS ADAMS--Navy Petty Officer Third Class Robert .1.
Thomas, son of Mr. and Mrs.
James R. Thomas of 318 Exchange Street, Hickman, Kentucky, is in the Caribbean
aboard the USS Charles F.
Adams, a guided missile destroyer homeported at Mayport,
Florida and now assigned tothe
Atlantic Fleet's Standing Naval
Force,

FitzpatLouisville—Ralph
rick, son of Mr. and Mrs.Samuel Fitzpatrick, Rt. I, Hickman,
Ky., has been recognized as an
outstanding U.S. Air Force Reserve Officers Training Corps
(AFROTC) cadet at the University of Louisville.
Cadet Fitzpatrick, a member
of the class of 1974, received
the AFROTC Extracurricular
Activities Distinguised Participation Ribbon.
The cadet is a 1970 graduate
of Fulton County High School.
His wife, Brenda, is the daugh-

auction signs.
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Navy Petty Officer Third Class
Thomas J. Bruce, son of Mrs.
Lester S. Bruce of 407 Norman
Street, Fulton, Kentucky, was
promoted to his present rank and
completed the basic Machinist
Mate segment of nuclear power
training at Great Lakes, Illinois.
He will be assigned to a short
training period aboard ship and
then to Basic Nuclear Power
School at Mare Island, California.

ORLANDO, FLORIDA-Navy
Airman Recruit Ronnie L. Hollingsworth, son of Mr.and Mrs.
Don Hollingsworth of Route 5,
Fulton, Kentucky, graduated
from recruit training at the
Center in
Training
Naval
Orlando.
A 1971 graduate of South Fulton High School, he is scheduled
to report to Jacksonville, Florida.

proceed apgroxii

A few weeks ago I wrote about a poet
who I'm sure many of you have not heard
much about or even chanced to read any of
his work. Well, here's one of my favorites.
Hope you like it as much as I do!

TERMS: Cash
PlenlY et shade.

Mr. B
Mr.Hai

AINL
Col. Rube:
Phone 822-3,

GO
OA

CHU!
Service
Cha

Bar

EVER1

Rod McKuen
ter of Raymond Alexander of
Rt. 4, Fulton, Ky.

ARKANJACKSONVILLE,
SAS-4J. 8. Air Force Captain
William A. Leneave III, son of
Mr. and Mrs. Alex Leneave, 104
Henderson Drive, Fulton, Kentucky, has received the Disfor
tinguished Flying Cross
aerial achievement in Vietnam.
distinLeneave
Captain
tuished himself as a C-130 pilot
when he flew two extremely hazardous resupply missions to
Thien Ngon Airfield.
The captain was honored in
ceremonies at Little Rock AFB,
Arkansas, where he now serves
with a unit of the Tactical Air
Command which provides combat units for air support of
U. S. ground forces.
The captain, a 1962 gradual"
of Fulton High School, received
a B. A. degree in biology in
1966
from Southwestc:n at
Memphis. He is a member of

Alpha Tall Omega.
wife,
Leneave's
Captain
Suzanne, is the daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Wade Freeman of 216
51, College Street, Martin, Tennessee.

Ellis Park Races
31 - DAY SUMMER MEETING
JULY 21 - SEPT 4, INC.
RACES DAILY
No Racing On Sunday
On U. S. Highway

No. 41 at

Twin Bridges. Between Evansville, Ind. & Henderson, Ky.
POST TIME: 2 P. M. (DST)

Alumini
Gutteri
We go to

guttering
not peel,
factory - c

NO CHARGE FOR PARKING
Air-Conditioned Club House
Closed Circuit TV

James C. Ellis Park
Operated By
Dodo Park Jockey Club, Inc.

Sear
=iv

STORE]

MON.—'
9:30 —
9:30 —
FRID
9:30 —
SAME
9:30 —

X

Long II

Precip.

Dra

1972
66
JULY

91

Saturday
Selling at the fail

Men's Di

Do you have to be Number"Two" to try harder??
No!

1

Col. Thoi
Lic. & Bond,
and Ky. —1

State Line (Hlw

SOMETHING FOItYOU

Marine Pfc. Ralph D. Burkeen,
son of Mrs. Carrie Burkeen of
507 Troy Avenue, Hickman, Kentucky, has reported for duty with
Second Marine Division at the
Marine Corps Base in Camp Lejeune, North Carolina.
He attended Fulton County High
School, Hickman, Kentucky, and
joined the Marine Corps in January 1970.

WIATHOR REPORT

'Number One" in this area in circulation, advertising and Service

ALFOR

30
137
1.2:1
.08
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.00
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.00
.00
.10
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7680
...
(near-flood downtown)
67
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.00
72
04
.00

install
securi
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4
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ELECTRICITY
DOES IT BEST!

For All— —
lc Shavers Ai:

Outdoor lighting is an inexpensive way to protect your
home. Night lighting keeps
burglars away, prevents
accidents, and discourages vandalism.
Just leaving on a porch
light can make a difference.
You can light the night for pennies a day. See us for more
information on outdoor lighting. Light the night—the protection
is beautiful!

Fulton Electric System
"Owned by the People of Fulton"
MAIN STREET

PHONE 472-1362

Men's Doi
lit Quality

Girls She'

Jeans Type

One Gnu
Masi AI
One Gros

Assorie
We E
Jump
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ALFORD'S AUCTION SERVICE
i
*
0
11.11.11
S610

PUBLIC SALE

Mr. Benona H. Holmes, Owner;
Mr.Herman C. Potts, Mgr.469-5407
SALE CONDUCTED BY

AINLEY'S AUCTION SERVICE
Col. Hubert Ainley, Auctioneer; Lic. No.6
Phone 822-3593, 472-1371 Dukedom, Tenn.

WHITE & COLORS

PORCH & DECK

ENAMEL
$3.99 Gallon
We Make Keys That Fit

Railroad Salvage
Company
L.k. I.. -Piellaier Ky.

Ellis Park

rated Sy
Jockey Club, Inc.

an inexect your
ig keeps
prevents
and disidalism.
a porch
ference.
:for penfor more
or I ight-otection
eautiful!

SUPER SAVINGS
Al Evans Drug
Ns&

Th
.

Skin Cream

Noxzema

CHURCH OF CHRIST

SHAVE CREAM
Reg. 89c

49c
Ban Roll-On

Charles Brown, Evangelist
Harry Owen, Song Leader

Size
Reg. Price $1.19
11
/
2-01.

SEAMLESS
Aluminum
Guttering

-3
:7
.11 r
t

479-__

HAMBURGERS
moft•••25toft
8- Inch Pizza Made To Order _ _

$1.30
9 - Pieces of Fried Chicken
$1.99
-A Family RestaurantNEW & USED FURNITURE

ANTIQUES

THRIFT

*1.07
per lineal foot
INSTALLED

Call Marvin Cardwell at 479-1769 or
479-1420 for a free estimate.

MON.-THURS.
9:30-5:30
9:30-5:30
FRIDAY
9:30-8:00
SATURDAY
9:30-6:00

THIS WEEK WE HAVE TRUCKLOADS of antiques and good
used furniture coming in and now being stocked, including
Hardrock maple bedroom suite, china cabinets, French
chairs, Secretary', leather-top drum tables, maple chests,
cedar chests, rope-leg tables and many others.

A full line of Gifts for all occasions
Drive-in window; free parking, no meters

- WE BUY, SELL OR TRADECoL Thos. Ray Alford, Dukedom, Tenn.

Roux Fanciful!

$3.00
Men's Double Knit Shorts
1st Quality

Sizes 28 - 42

$3.00
Girls Shorts Perma Press

Good For Work or Play

$2.00
Boys Shorts Perma-Press
Sizes 5-18

$1.00
Ladies Pants

Jeans Type-Strips & Solids

Different Styles & Kinds

75c
One Group Men's Suits
Most All Sizes $18.011
One Group Ladies Shorts

$5.00
POLYESTER
DOUBLE KNIT
REMNANTS

SOUTI-ISIDE
DRUGS INCORP R
PHONE 479.2262

SO FULTON. TENN

Hours: Monday thru Thursday 8:-6:
Friday-Saturday 8:-8: Sunday 9:-11:

ONE RACK OF

Rinse

Large Selection of Ladles

Ladies Bouses

99c
Alka Seltzer

Bikini Swimwear
Values Up To $10.00

Values TO MOO

Foil 36's
Reg Price $1.25

$4.00

$2.50

\

99c
Final Clearance!

UM

EVANS DRUG CO.
Lake St.

Fulton

Swim Trunks

MEN'S

Walking Sho

213 N. Lindell
Martin, Tenn.
Where You Are Always Welcome to
Browse With The Best
Prices In Town,

$2.75
Ladies Swim Snits
Name Brand. Val. To $20.00

$6.00
Boy's Pants
All Styles & Kinds Sizes 8-16

Boys Sizes:

$1.00

$1.55

$2.22

Mons Sizes:

$2.22

$2.22

$3.00

Clearance! Ladies Summer
Large Selectio n! Sizes 4 -

-UNDER NEW MANAGEMENTMen's Double Knit Pants
Boy's Double Knit Pants One Group Boy's Shirts
Broken Sizes 50c
$4.00
$6.00
One
Group
Mens Shirts
Men's Dress FlaresLadies Perma Press Pants
Long & Short Sleeves
While they Last
Dress and Casual

Phone 479-3349

REG. $2.99

WE'RE OPEN SUNDAYS
1:00 ... 5:00

names and faces. Feel secure ...
make us your family pharmacy.

$2.75

sat 110•11,1CK

CAMPBELL'S
FACTORY OUTLET

With a Personal Touch
We care about our customers: your
registered pharmacists remember

Day or Night service on prescriptions
MEDIMET
PSC

(OPEN 9 AM TO 6 PM MON. - SAT.)

=11119ININP

STORE HOURS

S. Fulton, Tenn.

We Give You Service

Spray Cologne
Special!

Th.

Sears Catalog Sales Office
Sears NOW atBroadway,
South Fulton, Tenn.

SHOP

Charles Wade and Philip Andrews,
Registered Pharmacists

(At the stoplight On US 45 E, Martin Hiway)

16-oz; Reg. $1.60

We go to sly leseth to give you seamless customized
guttering for your home. White enameled - it will
not peel, crack or rust. Made at your home by the
factory-on- wheels. Use Sears Convenient Credit.

BARBECUE

Free Delivery

79c
Coty

10% discount

is reddish brown and has a dark
stripe down its back.

125 E State Line

Gillette Foamy

JULY 23 - 30, 1972
Services Each Evening At _ _ 7:45

Baby MooseHas Stripe

Ray

CALL US

THE

$1.26

This special offer expires July sist.,.

MME R MEETING
• SEPT 4, INC.
:ES DAILY
ng On Sunday
ghway No. 41 at
ilehveen EvansHenderson, Ky.
: 2 P. M. (DST)
E FOR PARKING
pried Club Heusi
Circuit TV

A moose
weighs 15 to 30 pounds at birth,

Final Net
Reg. $2.25

• INTRODUCTORY

'ark Races

ltENT Wheelchair& crutches
LADIES NEEDED for Avon and other
convalescent aids at
territory in Fulton County. Re- C1TY
SUPER DRUG 40/1 Lake
member: Christmas selling is
Fukon. Kw
not far away. Call 898-2706 or
v.rite Avon District Manager,
Box 1022. Paducah.

Clairol

EVERYONE WELCOME

Imega.
Leneave's wife,
the daughter of Mr.
ads' Freeman of 216
treet, Martin, Ten-

NOW OPEN: Arrowhead
Camper Sales. Don't buy until
5 00 check uith us! Mayfield,
Ky. (Benton Highway), phone
247-8167.

$1.04

OAK GROVE

Of interest to Homemakers

DRAPERIES MADE FREE
when you purchase your material from our wide selection
of choice patterns, colors and
weaves. P. N. Hirsch & Company, South Fulton.

10-oz; Reg. $1.59

GOSPEL MEETING

SEIM

THURSDAY, JULY 2-0, 1972

FOR SALE: 1963 MercedesBenz 190 sedan, gasoline model,
new tires, new starter, new
battery, air conditioning. $500
cash. Oall or see Mike Butts.
l'hone 472-1600, or 479-2986 evenings.

PAINT
$3.99 Gallon

auction signs.
HOUSEHOLD FURNISHINGS, antiques, curios, carpenter
and mechanics tools, 1942 Chrysler automobile.
THIS MERCHANDUSE was moved to Mr. Potts farm for
Mr. Holmes from Paducah, K. for auction because of Illness
and confinement.
TERMS: Cash or Personalized Chock. Lunch available,
plenty if shade.

1)AD

FULTON, KENTUCKY
LATEX HOUSE

Selling at the ferns ham* of Mr. and Mrs. Herman Potts,
located 6/
1
21 miles SE of Fulton, Ky. Turn south off Ky.-Tenn.
Slate Line (Hlway 129) at Oak Grove Church of Christ and
proceed approximately 11
/
2 miles to sale. Watch for large

THEN

MARKET/NA

CoL Thos. Ray Alford, Dukedom, Tenn.
Lic. & Bonded Auctioneer Lie. No. 549, Tenn.
and Ky.-Phone 469-5857 or 479-3369

Handbags
1/3 OFF
Ladies Fall Coats
Arriving Daily.
(A Small Deposit Will
Hold Your Layaway!)

Boys Jackets
Corduroy, - Fur-Look, - Nylon

$5.99 To $14.99
Fur Fakery
Fall Fashions
$23 To $47

1 and 2 Piece Styles

$2.75 and $3.00
One Group. Ideal for School

LAYAWAY SPECIAL!
100% POLYESTER
3-INCH NYLON BINDING

Girls Perma Press Pants

72x 90-INCH SIZE

Sizes 7- 14- Also Chubbies

BEAUTIFUL SOLID COLORS
WASHABLE

$1.00 YARD
$1.50
Assorted Styles $2.00
We Have Men's Short Sleeve
Remnants Denim Cotton Blends
Jump Suits S-M-L-XL __ $9.00
Acetate Twills
10c Yard

Campbell's Always Apayytes Your Business

EASY
CREDIT
TERMS

Others $4, $5, $6

SMALCIDEPOSIT
HOLDS YOUR PURCHASE
LAYAWAY
NOW -PAY LATER

P.N.HIRSCH & CO.
615 BROADWAY, SOUTH FULTON
Hourx Mow thruilm_840 - &Tat-141.-11:14_11

Fulton, Ky.

DON'T THROW
AWAY
REPAIRABLE
ITEMS!

You can now train to become
an over the road driver or city
driver. Excellent earnings after
short training on our trucks
with our driver instructors to
help you. For application and
interview, call 502-580-4163, or
write School Safety Division,
United Systems, Inc., 4510 Poplar Level, Louisville, Kentucky,
40217. Approved for VA Benefits. Placement assistance available. Over 700 transportation
companies have hired
ow
graduates.

*`--`416.

(Clip out this ad

a

for future
reference)
•

Hobart's Shoe Service Now Gives

..
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TRACTOR TRAILER
TRAINklIS NEEDED

PAIN"

CANDIDATE roe

MAGISTRATE
SECOND MAGISTERIAL DISTRICT
SIXTEENTH CIVIL DISTRICT
ELECTION AUGUST 3, 1972
Your Vote & Influence Will Be APPreciatod

The city of Bologna, Italy has
installed a set of accoustic traffic lights designed to help blind
people.

I - Hour Shoe Repair Service
We cover ladies shoes to match Dress

PUBLIC AUCTI

Pointed Heel changes to the Blocky
We Do DYE WORK

RE-ELECT
IIARRt BVSHART

Keys Made

Saddle & Harness Repair '
Orthopedic Work
Belts Shortened

SATURDAY, JULY 22, 10: AM AT RIVES, TENNFq-grr
Sale will be held, rain or shine ,on lot west of Rives store buildings..
SELLING FOR DIVISION — DUE TO OTHER INTERESTS

* Waterproofing

Purse and Luggage Repair
Scissors and Knives Sharpened

Mahnhirr iInrr

Street Shoes Changed to Golf Shoes.

HOBART'S SHOE SERVICE
204 East Main St.

2 - TRUCKS AND TRACTOR: Ford Ph ton 1963 with 13/
1
2-ft. grab, bed and metal grain
bed and fold-down cattle racks with hoist; • 1957 Ford 2-ton gravel bed and dump; Fend
4000 Industries tractor and hydraulic loader.

Fulton, Ky.

Mobile Home Sales
207 East Reelfoot Ave.
Union City, Tennessee

LAWNMOWERS AND TILLER: Comet Snapper 30-inch, 6-hp; garden filler; Turfmastor
Deluxe riding mower, 8-hp, 32-inch; Lawn mower motors.
GUNS: Remington 1100 automatic 28-inch mod; Springfield 12-ga. single shot 30-Inch full;
Stevens 20-gauge pump.

Bettor Homes • Better Pr;ces
Better Service

Hours 8 - 5:30 Mon. Thru Sat. (Closed Wed.)

SHOP EQUIPMENT AND MACHINIST EQUIPMENT: metal tool chest and tray on
wheels; air products AC arc welder (225); acetylene weldor including bottles, gauges and

prigralralrArairalratillri

SAVE UNE

go wt.

GRAZZI*ILL

_

Free Delivery S
— Free Set-Up
Including Blocks, Straps
41
and Plumbing

2

—Written Service ;
; Warranties

0

IlunwArArAur.waq.
Low Overhead
Discount Prices
Instant Bank

0,00.1

Financing
— All This And More At

_
Pakshirr Plarr

'
-°09AYS

Mobile Home Sales

24-oz. Size

LISTERINE
93c
0--DIAL.--SOAP-2-BAagFCla 28c

Porch for brazing; Craftsman floor model drill press, /
1
2-inch; Shop vise; Stanley mitre
box saw; heavy duty Skil saw, worm driven; metal tool boxes, carpenter tools, c-clamps;
48-inch sands leveler; show case, wrenches and tools, mechanical tools, electric grinder,
14-foot aluminum ext. ladder; S-foot aluminum steal/adder, hulas supply of copper Mtings, new.
t
NEW DRAFTING MACHINE: mouth 34-in drafting machine, never used,
MANY OTHER ITEMS too numerous to mention. For more information, contact:
BILLY LONG AND LOYD LONG, OWNERS
River,, Tennessee, Phone 246-2454, or

MFG.SUGGESTED PRICE $8.49

SALE $
PRICE

ASSORT!
Gallon

KOOL

S.P. Moore& Company
140 Broadway

587-3801 .
License Number 67
344-2*55
Wendell Nexandiw,.

South Fulton, Tan.

11
ilt," 011/4
—•

„
Will
Build
Buick
Them
"When Better Cars are kilt,
S
.

PEAN

•1-Coat Covers any color
Whitest Outside Paint you can bu)
• Formulated to "Breathe"
•Dries in minutes
•Clean up with soap &water

ALEXANDER REAL ESTATE & AUCTION SALES

AS YOU HAVE ALWAYS HEARD
$1111101111111411

M

(100% ACRYLIC EXTERIOR)

For More Information Contact
MARVIN E. ALEXANDER, AUCTIONEER

First Federal Bldg., Martin, Tennessee
Marvin Alexander, 587-4568

29

L

;.:awi-val;;AQ4,14=
.mw,i11,41,0omprr4fr
4r

14; 4
-

. •

,

Great Buy!

SHORTS & TOPS $2.00
0
.
004111 rair4,1001110 **110,
41:
Ladies Dresses
$2.99
and you will never own a new Buick cheaper than you can Now.
Ladies Slacks 1/3 OFF
We have a good selection of Buick 1972 models left, and General Motors has
already asked an increase on the 1973 models. These are all fully equipped.
Boys Swimsuits $1.00
Large Selection!

4 For

Facial and Bath

Kleenex Tissues

$1.00
3 For

Kleenex

Boutique Towels

88c
2 For

Kleenex

Terri Towels

74c

Twin Pack

PAPER NAPKINS 34c
99c
KOTEX 40's
Vaseline

Intensive Care Lotion 64c
Clairol

99c
Long and Silky
Girls Swim Suits $1.48
Many Other Bargains! Look For
The CRAZY DAYS SALE TAG!

The New and Modern,
IBEN$FRANKL-1N
°

Laic* &not

Fulton.

PLEASE NOTE: Our SALES DEPARTMENT Will Be Open 6 Days A Week Monday Meru Friday Until
8:00 P.M. And 01 Saturdays Until 5:00 P.M.
Please Make A Note Of The Above Hours - - And Come le Aid Let Us Bo hsiness.

TANFLoR
CHEVROLETRBUICK,INC

GMAC " Where The BEST DEALS

Are TAYLOR MAN"

See one of these salesmen: Manus Williams, Aubrey Taylor, Mike Williams, Chuck Jordan,
Roger Stephens, Dan Cunningham, Vernon Spraggs or Dan Taylor.
HIGHWAY 307

PHONE 472-2466

FULTON, KY.

MEP]

With 11

10-oz. J

No Othe
Liberty.

1972

GLADLY
REDEEM
U. S. GOV'T.
FOOD
STAMPS

Page 2
_

&a
AVE
320
ON
ERY GALLON

7 $8.49

29

YOU MUST HAVE YOUR WHITE
CARD PUNCHED WEEKLY.
NO PURCHASE NECESSARY.

PUREX
590
FRUIT PIES
ARMOURS

2a z

L

M

PEANUT RUTTER 12-oz. Jar _ _ 39c
ASSORTED FLAVORS

Gallon

'ERIOR)

or
lu can bu)
e"
ater

vany
n. Tom

KOOL AID

6 Pkgs.

39c

COFFEE
5
CORN

1/2
gal.

with coupon
MISS OEBEIE

MISS LIBERTY

1/4 Lb. Sticks 4 Lbs. $1.00

OLEO

Morton's 090
APPLE, PEACH,CHERRY
ea. Ail

MILK

1/2
gal.

th.79t
450 59c

SLICED
CENTER AND
MIXED CUTS

U.S.CHOICE CHUCK

ROUND STEAK

STEAK

t,
lb.
79

HOOP CHEESE

Fore

MUTTON

$1"
59tROAST
PORK CUTLETS

Quarter

Hind

Quarter

lb.

SLICED SMOKED

Lb. 89c

JOWLS

U.S. CHOICE

ARMOUR'S

TRADE WINDS

SLICED

VIENNA SAUSAGE 3- 5-oz. Cans 89c

BREADED SHRIMP 1 lb. pkg. $1.69

BACON

MIDWEST- GRAPE OR ORANGE

WHITING FISH

TRADEWINDS

WORLD'S FINEST SHORTENING

89c

lb.490

FIRST
CUT

'Chuck

1 Lb.Pkg.

Lb. Inc

lb.

Lb. 2k

Icban

Lb. $1.19

OLD FASHIONED

YOUNG FANCY

FILLETS

DOUBLE STAMPS ON
WEDNESDAY

Pork

FRESH

59c

Page 3

U. S. CHOICE

NECK BONES

Gallon

Thursday, July 20, 1972

MAR IN HIGHWAY
SOUTH FULTON TENNESSEE

FRESH

MISS LIBERTY

FRUIT DRINKS

SCOTT

WE RESERVE THE RIGHT
TO LIMIT QUANTITIES

10 1/4 LOIN

PINK DETERGENT 32-oz. Bottle 39c

with coupon

303
cans

YELLOW OR
WHITE CREAM
STYLE

Bleach

Maxwell House

PRIDE OF ILLINOLS

lb.

ENDS & PIECES

3Lb. Box

FISH STICKS

$1.09

3-8-oz. Pkgs. $1.00

U.S. GRADE 'A'

CRISCO
TOWELS
FRYERS
PiRisilcs
3
99c HAMBURGER sGER,OEURNADLFbTRESEHs69
PEACH5
3 $1
LARD
69
PORK&BEANS
$1 BACON
CHOW i'ag1b. $3
FRANKS:
ip2 49t
TIDE
EGGS 73t 590LEMONS 31
SQUASH.10
790
CAKE Mix
1O PEPPERS
DOG FOOD itiocpk125ais2oz $1
3
690
RICHTEX
BISCUITS 17:1 .:i:c; 649
ASSORTED
COLORS
.

I

FAMILY PACK CUT UP
(3 fryers less
3 1/2 breasts,
3 thighs, 3 giblets)

JUMBO $1
ROLLS

I

Sacramento

K RAFTS

DAILY

3 Lbs. _

$1.00

CHUCK ROAST

41b.
carton

CRISCO

VEGETABLE OIL

24-oz. Bottle _ 59c

PRIDE OF
ILLINOIS

79

Lb. 99c

TR 0DEWINDS

SHRIMP CHUNKIES 2 lb. box $2.49

SHRIMP SHAPES 12-oz.Pkg,_ 99c

Miss Liberty
SLICED Ft
plaNcD
k LESS
Tray

14 Gallon

Lb. 2k

FAT BACK

45c

OLD FASHIONED

SHASTA

DRINKS

LARGE BOLOGNA by the piece Lb.4k

4 - 28-oz.Bottles --- $1.00
MISS LIBERTY

doz.

doz.

Butt
Portion

doz.

SUNIUST

MS
NSTAR

Grade'A'36
0Grade `A'411
Medium
Large

GIANT
SIZE

b 79C

NICE THICK

HOT DOG

ICE MILK

FISH STICKS 3- 8-oz. Pkgs. __ $1.19

BREADED

16 oz.
cans

TURNER'S

PURINA DOG

MATEY BREADED

BONELESS

REELFOOT

PARKAY OLEO

NICE
AND LEAN

no. 2 1/2
cans

IN HEAVY
SYRUP

has

Fulton, Ky.

HAMS
TENDER SMOKED
Shank
Portion

HOME GROWN

lb.

lb.

ea.1

GROWN 1
BEL'HOM

Betty

3f"

with coupon

CECIL'S LIBERTY COUPON

CECIL'S LIBERTY COUPON

MAXWELL HOUSE

COFFEE

1 Lb.Can

Shortening

Void after July 25

Void after July 25

leba.n

CECIL'S LIBERTY COUPON

CECIL'S LIBERTY COUPON)
,

BETTY CROCKER

40c

With This Coupon on the Purchase of One
10-oz. Jar Instant Maxwell House Coffee
No Other Purchase Necessary. Good only at
Liberty.
Void alter July 25

lc

With This Coupon and $7.50 or more Additional Purchase Tobb. & Dairy Products Exc.

With This Coupon and $7.50 or more additional Purchase. Tobb. & Dairy Product exc.

SAVE

1/2 Gallon

PUREX

59c

CAKE MIX

TRADEWINDS

ONION RINGS

LIBERTY

Pkg.

$1.00

With This Coupon. No Other Purchase Necessary. Good Only At Liberty.

HAMBURGER OR HOT DOG

2Lb.Bag _ _ _ _ $1.19 [BUNS pack of8

3 For

31c

Void after July 25

ton, Ky.
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ROI=alinicrikrialoc
DON'T
DELAY...
BUY NOW
THIS SALE ENDS
MONDAY, JULY 31st

factory sponsored

Clearance
variety of our
We must make room for our new Magnavox models! Enjoy tremendous savings on a
Portables . . .
Magnavox floor samples, demonstrators and prior models (Color TV... Stereo . . .
cartons!
-sealed
factory
Radios . . . Tape Recorders . . . and Component Systems) — some in original

Your choice
of these
consoles
with TOTAL AUTOMATIC COLOR
Your choice of•seven styles . . . all as magnificent to see off as they are on! With Magnavox TAC
you can kick the annoying TV tuning habit, for it automatically keeps pictures sharp and flesh tones
natural. No more jumping up and down to adjust controls . . . no more green or purple faces. The
new Matrix Tube—has a black, opaque substance surrounding each color dot—resulting in far better
picture contrast, sharpness and far more brightness. And—the new Magna-Power Chassis, with
predominantly solid-state components, assures better performance and greater reliability. UHF/VHF
Remote Control, is optionally available—also at great savings. A. Contemporary—model 7152.
B. Early American—model 7154. C. Mediterranean styling—model 7156. Also in Danish
Modern, French and Italian Provincial and another Early American style.

e••

STEREO FIVI/AM
Radio System model 1711 with 10-Watts
EIA music power and two highly -efficient
full-range speakers. Jacks for optionals
(phono or tape, headphones). Great
Magnavox sound. Hear it!

Save $10 Now $89.95

Your choice
of these
ASTRO-SONIC
Stereo FM/AM Radio-Phonographs
or
Enjoy the full beauty of music—from exciting stereo FM /AM radio, your favorite recordings,
power,
optional Magnavox tape equipment. Each magnificently styled console has 50-Watts EIA music
Hz.
an Air-Suspension Speaker System with two High -Compliance 10" Bass Woofers and two 1,000
Exponential Horns that project sound from both sides and front of the cabinet to extend thrilling stereo
panels
separation to the width of your room. There's even ample record storage area. And—gliding top
accesset
of
top
your
disturbing
storage—without
record
and
controls
audio
open to player, complete
sories. D. Early American—model 3764. E. French Provincial—model 3768. F. Spanish styling
—model 3763. Also in Contemporary. Your choice of four styles—all as beautiful to see as
... and save on the magnificent Magnavox!
They are to hear. Buy now.

SAVE $21 NOW $528 SAVE $51 NOW $398
Stereo FM-AM Radio-Phono
Early American—
model 3322. Also
available in
Contemporary and
Mediterranean
styling. Your choice.

doh

TOTAL
AUTOMATIC
COLOR

SOLID STATE

table models!
Fhe new
Magna-Power Chassis, with predominantly solid-state components, assures better performance and greater reliability. And—
convenient Remote Control for UHF /VHF is optionally available,
also at great savings. It lets yoU turn your set on /off, adjust volume
and select stations—all from the comfort of your easy chair. It even
automatically turns off your set after the station leaves the air!

R

Today's most beautiful table models—all with
19" diagonal measure screens! A. Contemporary—
model 6282. B. Early American—model 6284. C.
Mediterranean styling—model 6286.

Mediterranean
styling—model
3323. Also available
in Contemporary and
Early American.
Your choice.

SAVE '21 NOW$398 SAVE '21

WADE TELEVISION
45-51 By -Pass Fulton, Kentucky

NOW 118
STORE HOURS:
Mon thru Fri: 8 am-5: pm
Saturdays: 9: am to 5: pm
Service Dept Closed Sat.
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Quick-Cut
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!LAST
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FAIMLV
PACK)

4L.79

PEACHES

FRESH

SMOKED HAMS

SUPER-RIGHT SHANK PORTION

Boneless Cod Fillets
Super Right Weiners
Lazy Maple Sliced Wee
Oscar Mayer Belegea'Pl6" MPCKI
Oscar Mayer Fracks
Pt")
Virgioia Sliced Baca

WHERE ECONOMY ORIGINATES

Fulton, Ky.

U. S. GOVERNMENT INSPECTED

FRYERS
BREAST

Lb. 99c

LEGS & THIGHS
WINGS
LEGS

B

LB.

Lb. 15c

REELFOOT

CON

WHOLE OR

Lb. 49c
Lb. 29c

BACKS
NECKS
THIGHS

Lb. 10c
Lb 49c

SLAB BACON

Lb. 69c
Lb. 35c

GIZZARDS
ROASTING CHICKENS

Lb 49c
Lb. 39c

FRANKS

CUT-UP FRYERS
FRYER HALVES

Lb. 35c

FRYER QUARTERS

BARBECUE

_

Lb. 6k

STOKELY'S 14-oz. BOTTLE

BARBECUE

HEINZ STRAINED

59c

STICK OLEO

5 Lbs.

Lb. $2.29

SANDWICHES

gm)

5 For

1/2 Gallon

49c

CRACKERS

$1.00
Lb. 39c

WESSON OIL

$1.09

SHORTENING

HUNT'S
29 OZ. CAN
QUALITY
STAMPS

JACK - SPRAT

CHARCOAL
39c
7k
$1.29
5 OZ.

ARMOUR

IVORY SOAP

39

C

CAN

3 Lb. Can _ ___ 69c

3

DOUBLE
QUALITY STAMPS
ON WEDNESDAY
3 Lb. Can

CRISCO

35c

211 SIZE CAN

PLUS

2 LB. JAR

1 JELLY

LBS. $

HUNT'S WHOLE

93c

TEA

12 Lb. Box

59c

STOKLEY

4 Bars

KRAFT GRAPE

PARKAY

OLEO

5 For _ _ _ $1.00

FRUIT COKTAIL30
3

CAN

FOR

MOP lk GLO

$1

32-oz. Bottle

SHOESTRING ,S=1IFY
5
POTATOES 100 BEANS
STEELE'S

PUDDING

12 OZ. CAN

5 - Lb. Bag
Lb. Bag
20 - Lb.Bag

HAMBURGERS

E. W. JAMES

WITH COUPON AT BOTTOM OF AD

NAPKINS 160 Conn! 3Pkgs. _ $1.00

SEALSWEET FROZEN

47

Lb 9k

SHORTENING

AND ADDITIONAL
42 OZ. CAN
$7.50 PURCHASE
EXCLUDING MILK & TOBACCO PRODUCTS
Limit 1 Coupon Per Family
SCOTT
PERSONAL SIZE

TURNER'S OR SWIFT'S,

Lb. 8k

CUTLETS

0

SHO
RTE
NIN
G
39
C
10 89t
CAN

STEAK

59

LB.

RICHTEX

WHIPPED SNOWDRIFT

JARS

Lb. 79c

PORK — BONELESS

Wen. BOTTLE

BABY FOOD

ORANGE
JUICE

BOSTON BUTTS
PORK

STRIPS STEAKS

Lb. $1.49

FLAVOR KIST

OM

LEAN PORK

BARBECUE

MARBEL

$1.00

TOMATO CATSUP 4 For __

Lb. 59c
12-oz. Pkg.

HAMBURGER

ALLEN'S 151
/
2-ez. CAN

5 Cans

FRESH

NEW YORK

_ _ Lb. 35c

LB.69

FRESH GROUND SEVERAL TIMES DAILY

DOUBLE
QUALITY STAMPS
ON WEDNESDAY
TOMATOES

HALF

KREY (ALL MEAT)

PORK

CHICKENS

10.

rage o

SLICED

WHOLE

ICE MILK

Tnursaay, July zu, l31z

REELFOOT ROUSER VALLEY

59
0

DUFtKEE BAR B-Q

14 OZ.

BUSHES BEAN

PUREX

1.39

300 SIZE CAN

ONE HALF

BLEACH

FOR Sil

39c
GALLON

PURINA HIGH PROTEIN

VIENNA 4
t
DOG
33
SAUC
E
TOMA
TOES
29T MEAL $2.99
SAUSAGE
.
SALAD
A GRAPEFRUI1590
TREET69t TISSUE 415
DRESSING 591# JUICE
E•W•JAMES & SONS HAS THE LOWEST PRICES IN TOWN ON
1
;atill
BEST
PRODUCE
QUALITY
280Z. CAN

25 LBS.

FOR $11

KRAFT MIRACLE WHIP

TEXSUN PINK

46 OZ.

QT.

FRESH SHELLED PURPLE HULL

PEAS
PEPPERS

LB.

59
c

NICE JUMBO SIZE BELL

EACH

a% A

YC

WITH THIS COUPON

SHORTENING
AND ADDITIONAL $7.50 PURCHASE
EXCLUDING MILK AND TOBACCO
PRODUCTS

LIMIT 1 COUPON PER FAMILY

FRESH HOME GROWN YELLOW

HOME GROWN

OKRA
LETTUCE

LB.

HEAD

This ad good Thursday July 20th thru Wednesday July 26th, 1972

,
\i

T

CHARMIN BATHROOM

4 ROLLS

FRESH HOME GROWN

49t SQUASH 15o PEACHES 9
19c Cantalopes CORN
LB.

LB

LARGE JUMBO MO.

NICE LARGE

WHIPPED SNOWDRIFT

12 OZ. CAN

ARMOUR

TENNESSEE NO. 1

3
FOR $11

WE RESERVE THE RIGHT TO LIMIT QUANITIES

YSELLEOTW
10 EARS

ICE COLD

JAMES P. SONS WATERMELONS
r"MAXI-SAVINGS
"

SUPERMARHET

9908,UP

